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ABSTRACT 
 
NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam has a long-term goal of improving their supply in 
building steel in Viet Nam market.  The current inventory control method admitted is a 
too high risk and ineffective. From historical database, it can show that the stock is so 
much more than actual demand at the end of the month. This cause increasing cost in 
inventory, meanwhile the shortage issues have still happened in some products. 
Therefore, finding out the improved method of inventory control is very essential and 
important. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to establish a new inventory policy that helps improve 
inventory control for NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam by lowering the stock level 
while still achieving the goal of service level. This will help to save cost in products and 
to have more advantages in competitive market.  
 
This study will firstly apply for standard items and then can expand into nonstandard 
ones in the future. 
 
Keywords:  NSBLV, Inventory policy, safety stock  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 
 
“Sorry, we are out of that item?” How often have you heard that excuse as going shopping 
or going somewhere to buy one thing you love in special? In that time, I assume that you 
all feel fail to meet the hope or expectation of what you would like to have. What happen 
with the store, the reason why?  
In many of these cases, what we have encountered are stores that do not well manage their 
inventories. It mean that they do not check carefully the inventory versus the demand of 
customer time by time so that they are placed orders to replenish inventories soon enough 
to avoid shortage as customer come and buy it. This causes they lost benefit from lost 
orders for store as well as made customer feel disappointed or unhappy about the thing that 
customers are willing to buy  
 
In reality, it is very important to manage and control inventory that is not just retail stores 
that need to check and control inventories, but in large manufacturers also manage well 
inventory for production line. The term “inventory” seems that it pervades in business 
word.  
 
In practice, it is not simply to control the inventory in the optimal cost. Although we are 
ware of that maintaining inventories is very necessary for any companies dealing with 
physical products from stores, manufacturers, wholesaler, retailer. Manufacturers need 
inventory that are always available for making the products without stop in many cases. 
Meanwhile stores, wholesaler and retailer want to keep the inventory enough to be ready 
for selling to customer  
 
Normally, the total cost of inventory that include finished goods, semi-finished goods and 
raw materials are also very large, it might be about 40-50% total asset value. Therefore, 
reducing inventory cost by reducing or minimizing quantity of inventory that is 
unnecessary to enhance the competitiveness of manufacturers, stores, retailers. 
   
1.2 Statement of problem 
 
NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam (NSBLV) that knew as BHP steel formerly is a member 
of NS BlueScope Corporation. One of the well-known trade mark in rolling of galvanized 
and coated steel in Asia-Pacific area in particular and in the global in general.  
 
NS BlueScope Vietnam was launched at Vietnam in the earlier in 1993. It includes three 
manufactories which two of them are located at Bien Hoa that produced column, rafter, 
roofing, walling and accessories while the remain at Phu My that produced the steel for 
rolling and forming. They are support together to improve and lead the steel market  
 
Both of factories located at Bien Hoa that named NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam and NS 
Pre-engineering building. NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam is the factory that produced 
most of profiles that involved in coated and galvanized steels and send to customers by two 
ways. The first is the actual delivery contract that contains mainly in roofing, walling, 
purlin and accessories in separation. Customer can buy the components, therefore they 
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need by input the parameter in the orders and NS Lysaght to produce and deliver to 
customer based on the capacity and the stock they have. The second is lump sum contract 
that NS BlueScope Lysaght will be responsible for designing, shop drawing in details for 
column, rafter, purlin, roofing, walling and accessories.  
 
 Another located at Bien Hoa is Pre-engineering Building that produces mainly the rafter 
columns. As sale wins the contract, Pre-engineering Building will produce the rafter 
column, the other profiles are produced by NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam. By this way, 
both of factories will support each other to develop in the market  
 
As mentioned above, BlueScope have three factories in Vietnam. Both are located in Bien 
Hoa and the other is located at Phu My that named NS BlueScope Steel. The function of 
this factory produces steel as CRC. NS BlueScope Lysaght to buy this steel as Raw 
material and then rolling to forming steel such as Trimdek, Multiclad, Spandek Optima 
profile that provide to the market 
 
There factories which located in different area but the responsibility of them bring to 
common action to develop the steel in Vietnam.  
 
BlueScope Vietnam is now stronger in development and lead the industrial market of steel 
and building pre-engineering steel with the US150 millions of revenue with 500 local 
labors 
  
BlueScope VN consumption hits around 180.000 tons per year. Further, the long-term aim 
is going to improve the delivery to bring the best service and estimate the stock to satisfy 
the customer’s demands. 
  
At present, at NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam, the annual inventory cost really challenges 
the manufacturer. In fact, the current factory’s inventory is determined based on average 
consumption in the most recent year and by experience of department director. There is not 
any scientific method employed to determine how much inventory should be hold at the 
factory to ensure smooth operation and to meet the requirement of customers. 
  
The question now is how we solve this problem and keep it goes along with the goal of the 
company at NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam to help manage effectively investment and to 
build an impressive policy to control inventory. Solving this problem right now is an 
important mission, which can help NSBLV to reduce useless expenses, and at the same 
time to help develop the manufacturer. 
 
1.3 Objectives  
 
This research aims to find out solution to establish an effective inventory model for raw 
materials and accessories at NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam that can help to improve the 
stock level of inventory at a required service level. 
. 
1.4 Methodology  
 
This project will conduct by the following steps: 

-  Review the current raw materials and accessories in the database from last 1 year  
and the inventory management system in the company  
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- Consider in detail the database of consumption from the last 1 year 
- Identify the current status and issue in the company  
- Find out the new methods that can apply the appropriate the inventory management 

that based on the consumption with the given paramaters 
 

1.5 Scope of work and limitation of the research 
 
Due to limitation of time, I just focus on critical raw materials and accessories that are 
considered as standard items which need to be kept available for production activies to 
meet the customer demand. The other types will not be carried on in this research. This 
will reduce the confusion 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW ON THE INVENTORY SYSTEM OF NS BLUESCOPE LYSAGHT VN 

 
2.1   Introduction of NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam 
 

 
Figure 2.1  Layout of NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam 

 
As introduced at session 1.2, NS BlueScope Lysaght VN is known as the member of 
BlueScope Steel- A well-known trademark in the world in general and in Vietnam in 
particular. NS BlueScope Vietnam launched in earlier 1993 in Bien Hoa, Dong Nai 
province with function of rolling steel to forming profile. The products have high-tech 
quality and unique models with brand name LYSAGHT® building products 
 
At present, NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam have many competitors as Hoa Phat company, 
Kirby steel company, Zamil steel company, Ton Hoa sen company… However, NS 
BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam is going to lead the market in quality and price. The products 
of Lysaght include framing, roofing, walling, ceiling, flooring and acesssoires as below: 

o Product of frame and roofing purlin: 
- LYSAGHT SMARTRUSS® section of C100, C75 and accessories  
- LYSAGHT Topspan® section of TS96, TS61, TS 40 and accesories 
- LYSAGHT®Galvansied Purlin section C and Z with C100, C150, C200, C300, 

C350, C400, Z100, Z150, Z200, Z250 and accesories 
o Product of roofing and walling: 

- LYSAGHT® DEEP-RIB® and accesories 
- LYSAGHT® KLIP-LOK406, KLIPLOK OPTIMA ® and accesories 
- LYSAGHT® SPANDEK700, SPANDEK OPTIMA®  and accessories 
- LYSAGHT® TRIMDEK®  and accessories 
- LYSAGHT® SMARTSEAM®  and accessories 
- LYSAGHT® MULTICLAD®  and accessories 
- LYSAGHT® GAU TRANG ®  and accessories 
-  

o Product of ceiling : 
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- LYSAGHT® CEIDEK®  and accesories 
o Product of flooring : 

- LYSAGHT® BONDEK® and accesories 
o Product of solutions  : 

- Pre-engineering solution and accessories 

 
Figure 2.2 Products of Pre-engineering at NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam 

 
2.2 Structure of NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam  

President

Marketing Sale Safety Commerical Supply chain Manufaturing

 
Figure 2.3 Structure of NS BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam 

 
The structure of company have many related departments which include departments such 
as: Marketing, sale, safety, commercial, supply chain, manufacturing. Each department has 
its function and report to the President who hold the high authority in NSBLV. 
 
In this research, we do not mention function of the department that impact directly to the 
inventory management. So that we will ignore and pass to and come to supply chain  
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In this research, due to we just focus on inventory control which belong to supply chain. So 
we will discuss in details only the function of supply chain department.  
 
2.2.1  Function of supply chain department 

 
Figure 2.4 Function of supply chain department 

 
Supply chain department is responsible for all activities from input to output transition 
such as material booking, raw materials planning, accessories planning, receiving customer 
orders, coordinate with manufacturing for production planning, inventory management and 
transport to distribution  center as well as customer site. 
 
Supply chain sets target to deliver goods to customer on time, meet the customer demand 
with the optimal cost by utilizing the resources. It includes the capacity of production, 
labor cost and stock in inventory 
 
There are 3 groups in supply chain to coordinate together to meet the customer demand and 
get to the performance of the key objectives: 

- Customer service group: is the first point to receive purchased order from customer, 
or internal designer, sale to check information about the requested date, the 
information of the orders then coordinate with other groups before feedback the 
delivery date to customer, sale or engineering. Customer service manages orders 
until products are transported to customer site  

- Raw materials and Production planning group: is responsible for keeping inventory 
in optimized cost and make the purchasing of raw materials, accessories, 
sequencing and scheduling, feedback the delivery date to internal/external customer. 
This one is also responsible for inventory management of input and output in the 
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company. It include the inventory movement, set stock for items which move fast 
and request to deactivate for items that move slowly.  
 

- Logistic: is responsible for instruction, guildline and transporting to customer site 
or customer own pick up. 

 
All activities of supply chain department are shown in below flow chart: 
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Figure 2.5 Flow chart of supply chain function in customer order executive 
 
2.2.2 Supply chain key performance  
 
Again, the key objectives of supply chain department are best customer service, reducing 
cost in inventory and production. With the target that aims to points, so that the key 
objectives above, supply chain function aims at: 

• To be better in customer service  
• To have shorter lead time  
• To reduce inventory cost 

In this study, we focus mainly on finding out the inventory policy that can help reduce 
inventory cost. That is also the key point to lead to effective control in supply chain. 
   
2.3 Inventory management in NSBLV  
 
As mentioned, we will focus on the inventory management in NS BlueScope Lysaght. 
Inventory includes many types. One of them is raw materials, accessories and finished 
goods. In this section, we will focus on the inventory of raw materials and accessories that 
we should focus on to improve for inventory management  
 
2.3.1  Types of Raw materials and Accessories 
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Production Planning
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Figure 2.6 Types of raw materials and accessories 

 
As shown in figure 2.6, there are two types of input information. The first is raw materials 
(RM) which bought from supplier and then took them to fabricate in production line and 
then take them to production line to make finished good that based on customer’s request. 
The other is accessories (ACC) which are essential to combine with the main product for 
installing. These are trading items that are bought from supplier and then sell to customer 
without any processing before sending to customer. 
 
For raw materials/ accessories, there are 2 types of them- standard and non standard: 

- Standard raw materials or accessories (be defined at NSBLV) are the items which 
were most frequently ordered but have long lead time, for example for galvanized 
steel in this company. Lead time for this steel estimate around 4months. Beside of 
that, this steel can covert to smaller steel for productions and have fast moving 
items. The quick turnaround allows us to classify these as standard items and make 
to stock to cover the long lead time and meet the requirement. These are required 
to be always in stock and available for production line.  

- Non-standard raw materials or accessories are the items that do not belong to 
standard items group. For some reason, customer request to do some items that had 
done them before. Those items are unique for a customer’s order and will not apply 
to another order and send to scrap if customer reject for some issues. Those items 
have long lead time because of doing order by order by manufacturing or supplier. 
So this study we  consider it as one-up and do not mention to improve in inventory  
 

  
 

Figure 2.7 Raw materials at Ns BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam 
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Figure 2.8  Accessories at Ns BlueScope Lysaght Viet Nam 
 
 
2.3.2  Raw materials and accessories system 
 
As we defined as above, NS BlueScope Lysaght depends much on the type of raw 
materials and accessories to determine the appropriate inventory policy. There are two type 
of items: 
 
2.3.2.1 Standard items  
For standard items, NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam have target to keep stock on hand to 
ensure that the production line works smoothly.Based on the last consumption of lasted 12 
months, we will submit to calculate the Safety stock, the re-order point and quantity of 
orders  
In which: 

- Safety stock  is the inventory on hand that we keep for variance of forecast  and 
actual demand , as the supply chain estimate, the safety stock will base on the mean 
of  lasted 12 month consumption multiply with 1.64 for safe, and formulas that: 
Safety stock is defined as mean x 1.64 

- Re-order point: is the point we consider to make an order for replenishment that 
based on the safety stock and mean of demand per lead time, lead time in this case 
is month, so the  formulas is that : 
Re-order point is defined as Safety stock + mean of demand per month in the last 
year from database x (lead time +1 week) 

- Quantity of order is the quantity we need to place an order replenishment for 
inventory to make the stock available for production. And formulas is mean of  
demand per month of the last year volume 

- Quantity of order is defined as mean of  demand per month of the last year volume 
 

2.3.2.2 Non standard items  
 
As per NS BlueScope Lysaght Vietnam policy, non-standard items are the ones that move 
slowly and have long lead time because of specific style and they are unique. They use for 
the orders that customer want to order as in special. It means that the items can not use to 
other orders in case of customer cancel. Therefore, these items just place an order right 
after receiving of customer’s order. The procurement process is shown in the below flow 
chart. And the replenishment of these items depend on supplier’s lead time.. So that for 
these items we have not stock available and will take longer delivery time to customer.  
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Figure 2.9 Define of items and process at NSBLV 
 
In conclusion, NSBLV bases on type of  items and  nature of raw materials and accessories  
to clarify and  make decision for inventory policy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON INVENTORY MODEL 

 
3.1  Inventory concepts 
 
We have some concept in inventory as below: 

- Inventory: a physical items that a factories or manufacturer keep in shelves to stock 
with the purpose to produce, sell it or covert it into a better status. For example, 
factory use stock for production, however in the retails, they are stock for selling as 
soon as customer come to buy for it 

- Inventory system : A set of policy that support a company to control  and monitor 
the level of inventory. Based on it, we can make a decision what level of inventory 
should kept for, when we replenish the stock in warehouse and how many of 
quantity of order should be placed. It is better to optimize cost in the company if 
you have good inventory system. 
 

Objective of inventory control: 
- To maximize the customer service level by minimizing of lacking stock  
- Make a plan effectively in production and purchase by reducing the cost to 

minimum with the same level of customer service  
- Decide that should be made in an inventory system when, what and how much to 

make order? 
- Check and dispose of inventory against increased price in the market  

Inventory management principle : 
- Purchase order frequently to avoid high stock of items which have high value or 

high frequency of moving in inventory 
- Make to purchase order less frequently to keep enough stock for items which is low 

value or low movement in inventory  
 

3.2 Inventory analysis 
 
The objective of the company is to find better method  to manage well the inventory cost 
but fulfill customer demand. So the availability of raw materials and accessories plays an 
important role to meet the customer demand and reduce stock out in inventory. To make 
this work effectively, database must presents clearly the items that related to the availbility 
of the production.  High priority should be given to these vital ones. 
 
There are many common inventory management techniques and based on the characteristic 
of the database and type of items so we can choose and manage inventory effectively as 
below: 

- ABC Analysis 
- VED Analysis 
- FSN Analysis 
- SDE Analysis 
- HML Analysis 

 
3.2.1 ABC Analysis method 
 
ABC analysis is a popular method that we apply to analyze the database of the inventory. It 
is  simple way to base on the rule of 80-20 of Pareto who is established by Joseph M.juran. 
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it means that from the database, we have 20 percent of quantity of items which are shown 
80 percent of total value of inventory. This technique is very useful by trying to analyze the 
annual consumption value of inventory to make a decision of prioritized items. For some 
items that have high value and fast movement we put them into the group A and then group 
B to control the inventory level. Therefore, Items will be divided into three groups that we 
can call items as items of A-group, B-groups, C-groups as below:  
 
A-group items are items that have high annual consumption in inventory. Very normally, 
The A-group item shows approximately 15 to 20 percent of items in inventory but they are 
typical for 80 percent of value of inventory. For those items should be controlled strictly 
and have need of accurate forecast in material planning. By doing well in this step, we 
follow up and expedite orders with the short lead time. The frequent order of these items 
are greater than items in group B or group C. Therefore, we propose to apply for   
continuous review to control and manage the inventory level for this. It will take time by 
doing that but still control well inventory  
  
The B-group that includes the items is not excessive or extreme in value. It means that the 
items are beyond a norm in value of inventory. And very normally, 30 percent of items in 
this group will cover equally 15 percentage of inventory cost. This group has medium 
frequency in consumption and is requested to keep low safety stock. And normally, this 
group was proposed to view and control inventory level by periodical review. So that we 
spend less time but manage well in inventory   
.  
The C-group shows the opposition of the group A and Group B. it means it represents for 
the items that are in low value in total inventory value and be slow in movement. As the 
statistic, this group covers at least 50 percentage of item quantity but still contain 5 
percentage of inventory value. Because of low consumption, so we can be checked and 
managed annually in inventory  
 
3.2.2  VED Analysis method 
 
Difference with the ABC analysis which based on the value of inventory, the VED analysis 
is the way we analyze database that depend on the importance of items in transaction of 
inventory. This method base on the essential appearance as customer’ demand. We divide 
items into three groups: Vital, Essential, Desirable. 
 
The Vital “V” is for those items that needs to be availble for production line. It means that 
those items should always be available for production activities. Due to it is important, so 
the items are classified into this group  due to the following reasons:  

- If the items are not available, it will cause serious problem for production and 
customer’s demand will not be met. 

- Leadtime for procurement is long 
- The supply source is unique and located far from company  

 
The Essential “E” is for esential items.  For these items, the production activities will not 
stop if the items are not availble because they have been replaced solutions. 
 
The Desire “D” is for desirable items. The stock out of these items will not affect much 
customer’s need. And we don’t care much about these items in production line. They just 
appear for customer’s demand in some cases 
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3.2.3  FSN Analysis method 
 
This method is different from ABC and VED analysis. FSN analysis bases on the 
movement of items in inventory. This way supports us to control and manage inventory by 
making a suitable place with arranging layout for keeping at warehouse. The items those 
are the fast movement. They should kept near window or in suitable place for example to 
keep them as near as the warehouse controller for easily and quickly taken to reduce the 
handling effort and wasted time  
 
Slow moving items are the ones that move very slowly, and we use them in some orders so 
that we do not need to stock at a suitable distance 
 
The non-moving items are ones that rarely have transaction in inventory but they are 
important. Therefore, we should stock in a considerable place without making 
inconvenience of moving items in daily activities. For these items, we should focus on 
movement of them to see whether they are important that need in the future or should 
salvage to be clear in inventory. Typically, many manufacturing which operated over 15 
years in production that will have greater than 50 percentage of items in non-moving. 
  
3.2.4  SDE Analysis method 
 
The method is different from VED analysis with the importance of items that we can buy 
in the market. So we base on the scarce of items to divide into three groups that are S-
group, D-group and E-group. Each group has its function to support to company or 
manufacturer to review and control inventory level. so we consider items as below: 

- The items belong to S group are shown the scarce of them. We are a little difficult 
to find them in the local market. These items we are especially imported and they 
are in very short supply.  

- The items in the D-group are typical used for the items that are very difficult to 
produce and sell in the market place. This group belong to items rarely appear and 
produce in market   

- The letter “E” represents for items that are available in the market and easy to find 
them both in faraway place or local markets  

 
The SDE analysis supports us to recognize the importance of items and build stock 
properly to make the production line running smoothly. This technique normally use in 
medical because of both the importance and value of items. So we should consider in this 
method 
 
3.2.5  HML Analysis method 
 
The HML analysis is the same as ABC analysis that it based on the cost of inventory. 
However, the HML method is considerable by the nature of item cost: 

- The letter “H” applies for items with high cost. These items have high value per 
unit. However, it is necessary to make stock  

- The letter “M” applies for items with moderate cost. These items with moderate 
value per unit  

- The letter “L” applies for items with low cost. These items with low value per unit 
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This technique supports us in practicing of controlling and managing at the shop floor 
level. We often try to lengthen in time of high value items by applying the proper 
recondition or repaired methods 
 
3.3 Cost of inventory 
 
The inventory costs represent a senior cost for many companies. The inventory costs 
include of several type of cost. They are composed of costs:  cost of purchasing, cost for 
ordering or another call set up cost, cost for carrying orders or  holding cost, cost due to 
cost in case of shortage items or stock out cost  and other costs that related to inventory 
cost  
 
Each company has controlled properly the cost and they should consider factors that relate 
inventory to increase cost. So if a company control better in the inventory level, it means 
that they would control well in the cost of inventory: 
 

- Purchasing cost is sale price per unit from supplier that we purchase an order from 
external source and is the unit production cost if we do the same as internal source.  
 

- Ordering cost or setup cost is defined that the cost is created from releasing or 
processing an order or purchased order. These cost are variable cost and include the 
cost for preparing and monitoring a purchase order, cost of creating the purchased 
order, cost of receiving and checking items since we have received information 
from supplier, cost for processing orders, logistic cost and related cost of setting up 
the machine- trial or test machine 

- Holding cost or carrying on cost is defined as the cost from thing that keep stock 
and related cost involve inventory. Carrying cost of inventory often represent as a 
percentage of total inventory cost. It includes taxes, insurance, cost to keep items 
available in store, opportunity cost, cost in decreasing in value of an asset due to 
obsolescence or use. The carrying on cost per unit of time is computed as below 
formulas : 

H=c*i  
In which, we have: 
   

• i: total inventory holding cost per unit of time that invested in inventory and  is 
represented by percentage  

• c: purchase cost per unit  
- Stock out cost or shortage cost: is the cost of having stock out items and not able to 

meet the demand of customer. If demand is lost, the shortage cost comes from the 
cancellation of orders and lost profit. Worse than that, we lost goodwill from 
customer and they will not come back. However, in case of customer is ready to 
wait for orders ( called backlogged case), the stock out cost will be composed of the 
additional cost to speed up the progress of orders, costs to keep tracking an order 
and  cost for reducing the reputation in this case as we make a bad customer service  
 

Talking about type of shock out cost, we have two kinds of them and are defined as below: 
- Shortage cost per unit short: this cost we use both kinds of orders that are lost 

orders and backlog cases. 
- Shortage cost per unit short per unit of time: this case is more simple to understand 

that  only use for backlog cases. 
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- Other costs: as we mentioned above, this cost are defined to the cost that relate to 
inventory. It may be cost which collect data or cost for training for the people who 
involve at warehouse or cost to make the layout to more convenient in movement 
of items in inventory 
 

3.4  Inventory policy  
3.4.1 Types of inventory policy  
 
The aim of inventory control system is to come to a decision about what, when,  and how 
many quantity we need to order. The decision depend on the status of inventory level, the 
demand of customer and factors relate to cost in inventory 
 
Very often, a new purchase orders, we think that we based on the stock which is available 
on hand. In fact, we do not base only on it but in the on-going orders and backlog orders 
also. The inventory position is determined as below: 
 

Inventory position=(on hand +on-going orders) –(backlog orders + committed) 
 

The new ordering decision based on the inventory position while the holding cost or carry 
cost  and short out costs depend on the inventory level. In many cases, holding cost should 
cover for the backlog orders as well. The inventory level is calculated as below:  
 

Inventory level (net inventory) is defined as on hand stock – backlog orders 
In which:  

- On-hand stock is defined that the stock of the physical items available on shelves or 
warehouse of a company 

- On-going order is defined that the new purchased order we already placed to 
supplier and they are in processing of them but still has not receive them yet. Or 
They may be on the way to come to the company. We also consider as stock on 
inventory as making new purchase orders  

- Backlog inventory: in some cases, we are out of stock to meet customer’s demand 
but will be delivered as soon as stock available. This order will be delivered right 
after the next inventory cycle  

- Committed inventory: is the orders we committed with customer that we will 
deliver immediately as soon as stock available. This inventory is considerable as 
backlog orders or just kind of a commitment between company and customer in 
some reasons. And company committed with customer to provide inventory in a 
period of time  

 
Continuous and periodic review policy: 
 
Based on the way we control and manage inventory level, we have two popular review 
policies that are continuous review policy and periodical review policy. We depend on the 
type of items to make the decision which policy is better. Below is some concepts from 
each policy: 

- Continuous review policy is the method that we control and check inventory 
continuously, another way we say is check inventory day by day. This will support 
us to reduce safety stock as well as meet the demand of customer during the 
replenishment lead time  
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We have two popular ordering policies in continuous review method: 
- Re-order point : Order quantity (R,Q) policy belongs to a continuous review policy, 

in which we make fixed the quantity at Q as inventory position drop to the point of 
re-order R. Below figure illustrate what we mean 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Lead time and reorder point 
 

- Reorder point – Oder-up-to-level (S,R) Policy also belongs to a continuous review 
policy. In this policy, the new order from supplier come to factory to build up to the 
point at the order –up-to-level S right after the inventory position drop sharply to 
the point of re-order point or less than that point.  
  

One thing to mention is that if the demand is same unit size, the (S, R) policy will be the 
same as the (Q,R) policy and S will be total of quantity and re-order point, formulas is that 
S=Q+R 
 
Period review policy: 
 
Period review policy is the procedure that we check the inventory position in a certain 
time. This way will support us to bring link orders for different segment: 

- The same as (R,Q) policy, we will make new orders since the inventory level  drop 
sharply to below the re-order point R. This illustrates in the figure 3.2 as you can 
see as below. In this policy, the inventory position is not wholly contingent the lead 
time L. So that we will not reach the inventory position after ordering  
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Figure 3.2 (R, Q) policy with periodic review and continuous demand 

 
- Order-up-to-level ((T, S) Policy) : this policy belongs to periodic review policy, in 

that new purchased order for replenishment is raised the inventory position to the 
point of the order-up-to-level S at the time in each review the inventory 

- (T, s, S) Policy ((s, S) Policy): also belongs to periodic review policy, in that the 
inventory position fall down into the point of re-order point or below than that 
point. And a new purchased order will be created to bring up the inventory position 
to the point  S-  the order-up-to-level  

 
Figure 3.3 (s, S) policy with periodic review and continuous demand 

 
What happens if we set to control and manage inventory by continuous review. In this 
case, we will have policy (s,S) is the same as policy (R,Q). the result is that we have 
replenishment always reach to the point of re-order point. By this way, we know the 
similarity of two policy. It is in detail that s=R, and S=R+Q.  
and also noted that when s=S-1, the policy is equal the(T,S) policy. And when T return to 
zero, this policy equal to policy (S,R) and s will be the same as R  
 
3.4.2 Deterministic lot sizing model 
3.4.2.1  The classical economic order quantity (EOQ) models 
 
Optimal order quantity 
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The EOQ (economic order quantity) formulas is the most widely and fully popular in the 
inventory control system. This formula has been applied in most of company in the world. 
Harris (1913) firstly established this formula and then was recognized and improved by 
Wilson (1934) for famous EOQ model  
There are some hypothesis that is taken for granted in this model: 

• Demand is fixed and deterministic. It means that there is no change in quantity of 
demand  

• Not allowed shortage for customer orders. It means that we do not accept the items 
are out of the stock. In case, we are shortage, the formulas as below is no meaning 

• Lead time is zero. it means that supplier deliver goods right the time we are out of 
item in stock  

• All ordered quantity come to warehouse at the same time (no limit in replenishment 
rate) 

• Ordering cost and holding cost are the fixed quantity every time. It means that we 
do not count the variance of cost in the market  

 
Figure 3.4 Traditional EOQ Model 

 
With the scenario we give description as above, the lead time is zero so that we do not need 
to safe stock, supplier can delivery as we need. However, the inventory is not allowed 
shortage. Therefore, the inventory level will fluctuate time by time. The batch will come 
exactly at the right time we process new order 
  
We have following concepts and notation as below: 

• D is the demand per unit time 
• K is the cost for order or set up cost 
• Q is the batch of quantity 
• h  is the cost for carrying or holding cost per unit per time  
• c is purchased cost, the sale price from supplier as we purchase order 
• T is the cycle time  
• C is cost per time unit  

 
So we know the purchased cost in one cycle, formulas as below: 
 Purchase cost in one cycle  = Qc *  
 
And in similarly we have inventory holding cost in one cycle: 

 Inventory cost in one cycle = 2
hQT

  

So we have formulas for total cost per cycle forms as below:  
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 Total cost per cycle is defined as 2
hQTcQK ++  (3.1) 

 
Based on the above formulas, total cost per unit time can be re-written by divide (3.1) to 
the T- the cycle length and we have total cost in any way, below is the formulas:  

Total cost per cycle = 2
hQ

T
cQK

+
+

 (3.2) 

Meanwhile, cycle length is calculated: 

Cycle length 
D
QT =  (3.3) 

 
To know the total cost in another way by putting formulas (3.3) into formulas (3.2), we 
have total cost per unit of time can be as below: 
 

Total cost per unit of time  
2

)( hQ

D
Q

cQKQTC +
+

=  (3.4) 

 
We can convert the formulas (3.4) to another way by dividing D into formulas above (3.4), 
so you can see the result as below:  

Total cost per unit of time 
2

)( hQDc
Q

KDQTC ++=  (3.5) 

 
The derivative of C by quantity Q to find the optimal quantity order : 
 

0
22 =+−=
h

Q
KD

dQ
dTC  

 
To get the point Q, we calculate the formulas as below, this formulas we find the optimal 
quantity order: 
 

The optimal quantity 
h
KDQ 2* =  (3.6) 

Based on it we have the optimal cost C* as below  
 

Optimal total cost KDhDcKDhDcKDhC 2
22

* +=++=  (3.7) 

The total cost of inventory illustrate as figure (3.5) to show the point that interfere the 
holding cost and order cost. At that point, the total cost is the smallest possible quantity –
the optimal total cost  
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Figure 3.5 Total inventory costs with order quantity 

Reorder point 
 
We have the model of EOQ that we discussed above. Now, however, supposed that we use 
the policy(R,Q) for this case, so what happens: 
In one way, As we say that lead time is zero, it means that supplier always have stock 
available to supply to company as soon as we need (L=0). So that in this case we have the 
point of re-order is zero (R=0), 
In another way, as lead time is not equal to zero. The lead time demand is fixed quantity 
and it will be calculated by lead time multiply demand D (lead time demand is defined as 
L*D), then the point of re-order will be consider as R=L*D 
 
3.4.2.2  EOQ with shortage (backorders) allowed 
 
As noted in section 3.4.2.1, we supposed that company do not accept to lack the items for 
customer’s demand. It means that stock is always available in warehouse-stock out are not 
granted. 
However, in this section, we assumed that we accept to be out of stock in warehouse when 
customer gives an order and they are ready to wait. So the shortage cost will cover the cost 
that are assigned by discount sale price to customer, cost for working overtime or pushing 
supplier to have goods to meet the demand of customer quickly. Cost lost customer in case 
of customer will not pleasure with shortage and stop the contracts. The model needs to 
revise to adapt with practical case. We can see the figure (3.6) to illustrate what we explain 
 
The inventory level can fall down to the point that is below zero. And the maximum of 
inventory level is Q(1-x)- The point we can see right the time we have the replenishment. 
The figure (3.6) shows the point that back order is maximum quantity -Qx  

 
Figure 3.6  Lot-size model with shortages allowed 
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Let denote:  

• b1  is cost for shortage per unit per unit time, 
• x is amount of  shortage in one cycle. 

 
So we have the total cost per unit time as below that combines some factors:  
 
Total cost is defined as Setup cost + Production cost + Holding cost + Backorder cost
 (3.8) 
 
We have cost for purchasing in one cycle: 
 Purchase cost is defined as Qc *  (3.9)  
And inventory holding cost in one cycle: 
 

 Holding cost in once cycle is defined as 
D

xhQ
2

)1( 2−  (3.10) 

 
Shortage cost in one cycle: 
 

 Cost for shortage is defined as 
D

Qxb
2

2
1  (3.11) 

 
Total cost per cycle by combine from formulas of (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), we have: 
 

 Total cost per cycle =
D

Qxb
D

xhQcQK
22

)1( 2
1

2

+
−

++  (3.12) 

And cycle length in this case is: 

 Cycle length 
D
QT =  

By writing another way, we use the formulas (3.12) to divide to cycle length T, then we 
have below formulas: 
 

 Total cost per cycle 
Q

Qxb
Q

xhQDc
Q

KDQTC
22

)1()(
2

1
2

+
−

++=  (3.13) 

 
But it does not show the desired formulas. We use the formulas (3.13) that we have just 
rewrote and derivative of C with respect to x, so we are on the way to find the optimal   
shortage quantity as below 

0)1( 1 =+
−

−=
Q
Qb

Q
xhQ

dQ
dTC x

x

 

 
Then we have formulas to find out the optimal shortage quantity *

xQ  
 

Optimal shortage quantity 
1

*

bh
hQQx +

=  (3.14) 

Another way from formulas (3.13), we can find out the optimal order quantity by 
derivative of C with respect to Q, below is the formula:  
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0
22

)(
2

2
1

2

22

2 =−
−

+−=
Q
Qb

Q
QQh

Q
KD

dQ
dTC xx  

 
And we have the result from formulas to find out the optimal quantity Q*: 
 

Optimal quantity 
1

12*
b

hb
h
KDQ +

=  (3.15) 

 
Hence, it is not difficult to have the optimal cost C*: 
 

Optimal cost 
)(

)(2*
1

1

bh
bhKDC

+
+

=  (3.16) 

 
3.4.2.3  Quantity discount model 
 
In this section, we continue to consider the model of quantity discount. As normal, once a 
buyer order a large number of units, the seller will give them a discount that based on the 
quantity of order. This will make customer happy because of reducing sale price in one 
way. However, the question is that how many quantity we need to order to have maximum 
discount but minimum of discount. Now we consider the way of them  
In this model, there are two kinds of discount that are all-unit discount and incremental 
quantity discount 
For the case of all-unit discount, it is similar to the EOQ model. It means that it will not 
occur the backorder, we illustrate in figure 3.7 as below 
 
. 

 
 

Figure 3.7 Cost for different values of order quantity 
 
We are a sign as below: 

• i  is the  interest rate for the holding cost 
• c is the price per unit in case of  Q<Q0, 
• c’ is the price per unit in case of  Q≥Q0  and  c’<c. 
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So the carrying cost or holding cost will also rely on the unit cost, as below: 

Holding cost 0* QQforcih <=  
Holding cost 0'*' QQforcih ≥=  
 

We can find out the total cost by reply the above to the formula (3.5) we have result as 
below:  

Total cost 02
)( QQforQicdc

Q
KDQTC <++=  (3.17) 

 

Total cost 02
'')( QQforQicdc

Q
KDQTC ≥++=  (3.18) 

 
As mentioned on the figure we shows in the figure (3.8) that you can see as below, we 
have a relation between cost of order and quantity of order. So that to get the optimal order 
quantity of the all-unit discount model, we follow up the guideline of two steps: 
First step: we see back the formula in (3.18) without the condition of Q ≥ 0Q , we find out 
the optimal quantity by below formula: 

Optimal quantity 
'

2'
ic
KDQ =  (3.19) 

 
And the optimized total cost is shown as below: 
 

Optimal total cost '2'' KDicDcC +=  (3.20) 
 

It make a mention that since c > c’, formulas in 3.18 will give us below bound for formulas 
(3.17) with the condition we consider is Q < Q0. 
However, in case of Q’≥ Q0, we find the solution of optimal order by formulas (3.19) and  
(3.20)  while we have Q* is defined as Q’ and C* is defined as C’  
Now we continue with second step: 
In case of Q’< Q0 that shows in the figure (3.8), we consider to optimize the cost (3.17) as 
below: 
 

Optimal quantity 
ic
KDQ 2'' =  (3.21) 

 
Optimal cost KDicDcC 2'' +=  (3.22) 
 

We must consider the case of c > c’, we can see the result of Q’’is less than Q’. it is 
followed by the result of quantity Q” < Q’ < Q0. 
Furthermore, result we can get from formulas of (3.21) and (3.22), we solve to have the 
minimum cost as we have no discount in order. There are other beside of the result of 
formulas (3.18) with the condition of quantity Q’< Q0, we have the result that cost is 
minimum when order have discount. This showsn in formulas  (3.23) as below  

Total cost 
2

'')( 0

0
0

icQDc
Q
KDQTC ++=  (3.23) 
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So we can find the optimal quantity based on the minimum of value of formula (3.22) and 
(3.23)  
Now we consider for increase the quantity discount. When the quantity of a purchased 
order  increase a number, the unit cost will make a reduction in a additional unit. This 
shows in the figure (3.8) as b 

 
Figure 3.8 Costs for discount of increasing order quantity 

 
 
Let’s see back and suppose that the discount will increase by the quantity of order. It 
means that c1 >c2 >c3> … >cn is the unit purchase price which reduce in case of 
correspondent with order quantity change result in an increase Q < Q1 < Q2 < … < Qn. The 
total order cost function has the following form as below: 
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QQforQQCQQCQC
QQQforQQCQC

QQforQC
QC  (3.24) 

 
To find the optimal order quantity 

• put in the place of the expressions derived for C(Q)/Q into the total cost function 
and we can find the value of EOQ in each price interval 

• in case we need to consider which is minimum of computed value above, we can 
measure the total cost at the value of EOQ which is capable of being realize and 
take the lowest  

 
So we have the total cost per unit time is: 
 

Total cost 
2

)()()( QQiCQDc
Q

KDQTC ++=  (3.25) 

 
And the optimal quantity of it is: 
 

The optimal quantity 
n

n ic
KDQ 2* =  

 
3.5  Single-Echelon systems – Reorder points 
3.5.1  Safety stock 
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Now we consider the case since lead time of the order is fixed with a deterministic number 
and not different with zero number. And we consider the case of demand is an unchanged 
number and deterministic. The re-order point does not equal zero any more, but it will be 
make to equal to the lead time of demand. It means that we have a constant lead time that 
supplier deliver to warehouse. During this time, if we do not manage inventory well, the 
case of shortage will happen and make bad customer service. So that this way will support 
us to keep the shortage happening in replenishment cycle. Nevertheless, in case of the 
demand is a stochastic variation (for example, demand belongs to normal distribution 
variable…), to make reduction of the rate of shortage, the re-order point will be come to 
reach the point which is over the lead time demand that we call safety stock  
 
Hence safety stock that we get as below: 

 
Safety stock LRSS µ−=  (3.27) 
 
Mean demand during lead time DLL *=µ  (3.28) 

 
As denoted we have below concept : 

• SS  is symbol for safety stock, 
• R is symbol for re-order point, 
• Lµ is symbol for the mean demand during lead time  
• L is symbol for lead time, 
• D is symbol for demand. 

 
Figure 3.9 Re-order with safety stock level 

 
Safety stock consider as important point. It helps us to reduce the case of shortage as well 
as we can meet some orders in variant forecast. In General, the safety stock can be 
determined the expected inventory level before we replenish new orders to the company, 
and it can be made as below: 

Safety stock LL RdxxfxRSS µ−=−= ∫
∞

)()(
0

 (3.29) 

However, this formula apply  for backlog policy. Another case we will consider more 
In case of demand per unit time is normal distribution ),( σµN , demand during lead time  
is defined as normal distribution ),( LLN σµ , lead time of supplier is fixed number with 
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symbol L. in which, mean demand during lead time is µµ LL = and standard deviation of 
lead time demand is  σσ LL =  
Then the safety stock can be considered that depended on the period time to supply. On the 
other hand, the safety stock is determined based on the safe factor  
 

Safety stock LkSS σ=  (3.30) 
In which: 

• k  is symbol for safety factor 
• Lσ is symbol for standard deviation of lead time demand 

The detail of safety stock value consider through the cost of shortage in indirect way. The 
optimal cost is considered by some parameters or given service level by the company  
 
3.5.2  Service level 
 
As soon as we make the decision the point of re-order or how much to safety stock, the 
factors we rely on is shortage cost or given service level. Depend on the service level we 
accept, we will have the proper re-order point or service level. As notes below, we have 
three kinds of service level to consider: 

• S1 is defined as probability of no stock-out per replenishment cycle (Type I), 
• S2 is defined as  the “fill rate”, which is the fraction of demand that can be satisfied 

from on-hand inventory (Type II), 
• S3: is defined as the “ready rate”, which is the fraction of time with positive stock 

on hand. 
 
We allocate the shortage cost per unit per unit time π to make the decision on inventory 
policy equals to the use of S2 with below formulas: 

h
S

+
=
π
π

2  (3.31) 

 
However, in case of the demand belongs to Poisson distribution, S2 and S3 measures will 
be the same value  
 
3.5.3  Discrete stochastic demand  
 
We consider the case of demand that belongs to stochastic number, there are many various 
ways that a company can see to make the decision of point of re-order or safety stock. In 
reality, when we have demand in a certain time that have value nearby the positive integer 
(for instance, the demand belong to discrete stochastic variable). One thing we need to 
consider is that we have the large demand, we normally follow the continuous demand 
model. There are some ways that we should consider to apply for demand statistic 

- Demand belongs to Compound Poisson  
- Demand belongs to Logarithmic compounding distribution, 
- Demand belongs to Geometric compounding distribution 
- Smooth demand. 

 
3.5.4  Continuous stochastic demand 
 
In many cases, we have large demand, we normally apply for the continuous model. There 
are two ways that we could be applied for: 
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- Normal distributed demand, 
- Gamma distributed demand. 

 
3.5.5 The newsboy model  
 
In this section, we talk about the newsboy model – this way is used for typical inventory 
problem with stochastic demand .For some case, for instance, short life time products like 
as fast foods which use within a day. The quantity of order must calculate earlier in time to 
start. And this is type of product which use one-up and will not allocate to use for another 
order. So that the value of product will become to zero compare with value during sale 
period. That’s the reason why we have to find out the best solution that optimize the size of 
the order  
 
Let’s sign as below: 

• D is symbol for demand in period 
• Q is symbol for quantity of order at the beginning of the period  
• 0c is symbol for average cost. It is cost per unit of positive inventory remaining at 

the end of period  
• uc  is  symbol for under cost, cost per unit of unsatisfied demand 
• x  is symbol for stochastic period demand, 
• (.)f  is symbol for density distribution function of the period demand, 
• (.)F is symbol for cumulative distribution function of the period demand 

∫=
x

dxxfxF
0

)()( . 

 
We can calculate the (Q,D) that defined as being the total overage and underage cost  that 
happen at the end of the period. So we have formulas: 

Total cost { } { }QDcDQcDQTC u −+−= ,0max,0max),( 0  (3.32) 
 
The desired total cost function )],([)( DQTCEQTC =  can be made as follows: 
 

{ } { } dxxfQxcdxxfxQcDQTC u )(,0max)(,0max),(
000 ∫∫
∞∞

−+−=  (3.33) 

 

∫ ∫
∞

−+−=
Q

Qu dxxfQxcdxxfxQcDQTC
00 )()()()(),(  (3.34) 

 

))(1()()(
0 QFcQFc

dQ
QdTC

u −−=  (3.35) 

 

0)()(0)(
0 =−+= uu cQFccwhen

dQ
QdTC  

Based on it, we have the optimal quantity of order as result:  

u

u

cc
cQF
+

=
0

)(  (3.36) 
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{ }QDobQF ≤= Pr)(  
 
3.5.6 Continuous review (R, Q) policy 
 
Continuous review(R, Q) policy is the way that we manage and check inventory 
continuously. It may be day by day or every three days. And the quantity of order Q will be 
made when inventory position drops into the point of a certain service or re-order point R 
 
We apply the following notations:  

• Q is symbol for quantity of  order 
• D is symbol for  average demand rate, 
• R is symbol for the point of  re-order 
• L is symbol for  replenishment lead time, 
• K is symbol for ordering cost or setup cost 
• Lµ is symbol for mean of lead time demand, 
• Lσ is symbol for standard deviation of lead time demand. 
• h is symbol for  holding cost per unit and time unit, 
• is symbol for  shortage cost per unit, 
• (.)f is symbol for density distribution function of lead time demand, 
• (.)F is symbol for cumulative distribution function of lead time demand 

∫=
x

dxxfxF
0

)()( , 

 
Figure 3.10 Continuous review (R, Q) policy – Replenishment lead time 

 
Holding costs are come from the below mathematic statements (approximately). Mean lead 
time demand is calculated as below: 

Mean demand during lead time DLL =µ  (3.37) 
Safety stock: 

Safety stock LRSS µ−=  (3.38) 
And we calculate formulas of the average on hand inventory level in one cycle: 

Average on hand inventory in one cycle = LRQ µ−+
2

 (3.39) 
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Figure 3.11 Continuous review (R, Q) policy – Cycle length 

 
And the formulas of average holding cost in one cycle: 
 

TRQh L 





 −+ µ

2
 (3.40) 

 
Also we have average holding cost per unit time: 
 







 −+ LRQh µ

2
 (3.41) 

 
Ordering cost is calculated as follows (approximately).  
We have expected or desired cycle length: 

Cycle length 
D
QT =  

We have formulas of average ordering cost per unit time: 

Order cost per unit time =
Q

KD
T
K
=  (3.42) 

 
Shortage cost (approximately): is the shortage that only happens during period from time to 
place an order to take an order. We can call it as lead time. And average backlog quantity 
in once cycle was formed as below: 

dxxfRxRDEBOE
R LL )()()]0,[max(][ ∫
∞

−=−=  (3.43) 

 
This formulas is improved as statement that is assumed that the quantity of order is big, 
however, the rate that lead time is larger than (R+Q) will be fail to notice in this case  
 
So, formulas of average shortage cost per unit time: 
 

Q
BODE

T
BOE ][][ ππ

=  (3.44) 

 
Total relevant cost per unit time (exclude purchasing cost – a fixed number ) 

Q
BODERQh

Q
KDRQTC L

][
2

),( πµ +





 −++=  (3.45) 
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To solve the optimal quantity we have solution must meet the requirement of both below 
equations: 
 

Optimal quantity 
h

BOEKDQ ])[(2* π+
=  (3.46) 

 
And 

D
hQRFL π

**)(1 =−  (3.47) 

Also noted that: 
• An iterative procedure should be applied to calculate and consider Q* and R*. 
• In case of unsatisfied demands, customer doesn’t wait, the equation (3.47) 

becomes: 
 

)*(
**)(1

hQD
hQRFL +

=−
π

 (3.47’) 

 
In some cases, we lost the order of customer and we accept the lost cost in certain way. So 
in this case, the lost sale policy should be considered, safety stock is the way we need to 
build  to cover the expected inventory level before the new order arrived, and formulas was 
made as below: 
 

][

)(0)()(
0

BOER
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L

R
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∞

µ
 (3.48) 

 
Therefore, the total relevant cost per unit time  
Hence, the total relevant cost per unit time is made by put (3.48) into (3.45) 
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In case of the lead time demand belongs to normal distribution then E[BO] can be calculate  
as follows: 
 








 −
=

L

L
L

RGBOE
σ
µσ][  (3.50) 

In that G(.) is the normal loss function shown as: 
 

∫
∞

Φ−−=−=
x

xxxdvvxvxG ))(1()()()()( φφ  (3.51) 

 
With :(.)(.),Φφ  p.d.f and c.d.f functions of the standard normal distribution. 
Type II service level can be considered as: 
 

Q
BOES ][12 −=   (3.52) 
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Hence, the optimized solution is calculated follow: 
From formulas (2.47) we make below : 
 

DRF
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=π  

 
We put π into equation (2.46), then we have: 
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Then we expand formulas (3.5) then we have: 
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The merit of Q*, R* should also fulfill the equation (2.50): 
 

)1(*][ 2SQRGBOE
L

L
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 −
=

σ
µσ  (3.55) 

From the equation (3.54) and (3.55), we can find out Q*, R* 
 
Type I service level can be made as: 
 

D
hQRFRDobS LL π

*1*)()(Pr1 −==≤=  (3.56) 

 
Since the service level S1 has been specified, the optimal value of Q* can be considered as 
formula (3.54). 
 
3.5.7  Periodic review policy 
 
In the last section 3.5.6, we consider much the policy of the continuous review (R,Q) by 
condition of the order cost. Now, we add more information that we manage inventory with 
mentioning the order cost and control by a periodic review policy in place of a continuous 
review policy.  
The policy of periodic review give us the way to consider that inventory position is looked 
over carefully in earlier time of each interval and the inventory is checked sporadically. A 
properly quantity create an order after each review. The period time may be daily, weekly, 
monthly. It depends on the period time that company makes a decision. If the period time 
for reviewing is too short, it will not much different between the way of review inventory 
periodically or continuously. And the results of two ways could be equivalent 
 
For the review policy, we have two kindly of them that we call short review and long 
review interval. Each of them has its advantage and disadvantage. We must consider in 
details as below: 
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For the case of short review, we cans find this case in the review daily for example, review 
demand in newspaper: 

- We must consider the level of inventory s and S 
- During the time of reviewing, if the inventory position drop to under the point s, 

replenishment the quantity of order to make the inventory position to reach to S. (s, 
S) policy 

Another way, we consider the case of the longer review interval, for example, review 
weekly or monthly): 

- Must be aware of order quantity in each time to review inventory level 
- Always reviewed the inventory position in each review period 
- What the target of inventory level we would like to reach, set target for inventory 

level, the base-stock level also 
- Use to fulfill the base-stock policy 
- Release purchased order to reach the inventory position to the base-stock level 

 
Periodic review (s, S) policy 
 
In this policy, we consider the frequency of reviewing inventory level. when you see the 
point of inventory position drop sharply to the point of re-order s or less than that point. 
We will release the purchased order with the quantity that it increases the quantity of 
inventory position to the order-up-to-level S.  
 
We consider u as the point of inventory position that we need to have when we review the 
inventory, Based on it, we make decision how much quantity of order to release purchased 
order or not, it depend on as below: 

• u ≤ s: release purchased order and the quantity will be S – u, 
• u >s: no need to release purchased order. 

 
A popularly applied case that is to calculate the optimal solution by applying the result of 
Q,R in continuous review policy(R,Q) and we set the formulas: 
 

QRSandRs +==  (3.57) 
Base-stock level policy 
 
In this policy, we manage and control inventory by reviewing in period time. Right after 
we see the inventory position reduce the quantity, building stock to reach the point of base-
stock level of inventory position. We have result in below formulas 
Let’s assign that: 

• D is symbol for  average daily demand, 
• Dσ is symbol for  standard deviation of demand, 
• r is symbol for length of the review period,  
• L is symbol for  lead time. 

 
We know the formulas for average demand during an interval of r + L days is : 

Average demand during lead time = DLr )( +  (3.58) 
And the result of safety stock (SS):  
 Safety stock= Lrz D +∗∗σ  (3.59 
The base-stock level and inventory position that we consider to be illustrated in the figure 
(3.12) .we can see and review to understand the description of them 
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Figure 3.12 Inventory level as a function of time in a periodic review policy 
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CHAPTER 4  
METHODOLOGY FOR SOLVING INVENTORY PROBLEM OF RAW 

MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES 
 
4.1 Methodology  
 
This study proposes a step-by-step procedure to analyze the database in the most recent 
year. The first target is to classify the group of items, and then, choose the appropriate 
inventory control. The procedure is illustrated below: 

 
Figure 4.1 Flow chart of the study process  

 
As description in the figure (4.1) the process for this essay goes through six steps: 
Step 1:  we aim to identify the issue which happened and existed at Ns BlueScope Lysaght 
VN and what we need to do in scope of analysis. So that we process the next step to find 
out the solution  
Step 2: in this step, we define the type of specific method of inventory management. What 
is inventory model that company applied for and reviewed to understand the meaning and 
result of them. In this step, we also find out the literature review of every inventory model 
to apply for   
Step 3: we start processing by collecting database to analyse, filter and sorting database to 
analyse   
Step 4: Base on the database we have, we begin to analyse and find out solution in this step 
after double check and filter.  
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Step 5: review, practise and choose the appropriate inventory model for database we 
collect and filter 
Step 6: we have comparison the inventory model, we identify problem and choose the 
method to apply for  
 
4.2 Database collection  
 
Database we used in this project is collected from last year which was shown on table 4.1 
.in practice, there are 362 items that covers two types of raw materials and accessories at 
NSBLV. However, the 303 items belongs to non standard items which was purchased as 
make to order due to the color of  steel or accessories is used for specific projects by the 
demand of customer. Therefore, these items we will ignore and not repeat in this study.  
We just consider to focus on standard items that are necessary to keep in stock and allocate 
to order as customer’ order. 
 

Table 4.1 Total number of item stocks 
 

Type Standard Non-Standard Description
Raw material 36 195 convert to Finished Goods by fabricating
Accessories 23 108 Accessories include FG if need

Total 59 303  
 
4.3  Data analysis 
 
To conduct ABC analysis on the items which was consumed in the past, we will base on 
the consumption value of them to determine priority.With the objective mentioned in 
chapter 1, reducing inventory cost but keeping enough quantity of items in inventory to 
ensure the production activites and fulfil customer demand is the first priority. Some items 
are very critical in production. If these items are stock out, the company have trouble in 
demand and affect in customer demand’s behavior. By reviewing the stock list of standard 
items at NSBLV, there are many items of low value but they are very critical items. So 
VED analysis is applied for the criticality of them. If items are important that can help to 
acquire big orders of customer and can not be replaced by other items, they will be 
considered as vital items. The other items can be classified as essential or desired items. 
 
In practice, we should connect two methods, for example, in this case, we do with the 
method of ABC and VED methods for analysis of raw materials and accessories for 
NSBLV.Table 4.2 shows the result of inventory stocks which analyze the ABC analysis. 

 
Table 4.2 ABC analysis result of items stock 

 

A B C

Total annual consumption (%) 84% 12% 4% 100%

Value of annual consumption (VND) 146,283,487,666 21,668,122,863 6,936,893,261 174,888,503,791

Number of stock items 15 14 30 59

Number in percentage 25% 24% 51% 100%

Inventory analysis
Group 

Total
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VED analysis method is applied for the critical items and the results are shown in table 4.3  
 

Table 4.3 VED analysis result of items stock 
 

V E D

Total annual consumption (%) 68% 32% 0% 100%

Value of annual consumption (VND) 119,130,344,187 55,148,370,903 609,788,701 174,888,503,791

Number of stock items 36 16 7 59
Number in percentage 61% 27% 12% 100%

Inventory analysis
Group 

Total

 
In which: 
“V“ for Vital items which need to be available for customer’s needs. For those items,  
customer can wait and stock-out might make the customer to look for those items from 
compertiors  
“E” for essential items  in which stock out cost is very high due to emergency shipment 
“D” for desired items that will not cause customer’s delay. Those items can be replaced by 
other items but different fashion. 
 
The database are then combined into ABC and VED matrix that results in three classes I, 
II, III.  The classes are defined as follows: 

- Class I: AV + BV + CV + AE + AD, 
- Class II: BE + CE + BD, 
- Class III: CD. 

 
Table 4.4 shows the combination of ABC and VED classifications. 
 

Table 4.4 ABC - VED matrix 
 

Class No. of items % No. of items Annual cost % Annual cost of item
A 15 25% 146,283,487,666  84%
B 14 24% 21,668,122,863    12%
C 30 51% 6,936,893,261      4%
V 36 61% 119,130,344,187  68%
E 16 27% 55,148,370,903    32%
D 7 12% 609,788,701          0%
I 42 71% 165,024,000,766  94%
II 10 17% 9,254,714,324      5%
III 7 12% 609,788,701          0%  

 
For inventory control, if we just consider ABC analysis, we just have 15 items of A class. 
However, we can not compromise the vital items from B and C class. 
 
The ABC-VED matrix table give that we have 42 items in class I(with groups of AV, BV, 
CV, AE, AD), class II include 10 items (consists of BE, CE, BD) and Class III have 7 
items (only group CD). 
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With the high anual comsumption value and vital components which are arranged in class 
I, For this class, we apply for the continuous review policy using (Q, R). And the others we 
will apply the periodic review policy using (S-1, S) policy. 
 
4.4 Appropriate inventory policy  
 
Follow up the classification of section of 4.3, we will find the factors for choosing 
inventory policy. 
 
4.4.1 The inventory control policy apply for class I  
 
As mentioned in section 4.3. we will determine the continuous review policy (Q, R) for 
items in class I which are high anual consumption and vital ones. 
We will use the following signals:  

- h is defined as holding cost, 
- K is defined as ordering or setup cost, 
- SS is defined as Safety stock, 
- R is defined as re-order point, 
- Lµ is defined as mean lead time demand, 
- L is defined as lead time (month), 
- k is defined as safety factor, 
- Lσ is defined as standard deviation of  lead time demand.   
- Q is defined as order quantity, 
- D is defined as average of demand per unit time (month), 

In which:  
σσ LL =  

We will calculate the reorder point as below: 
SSR L += µ  

DLL *=µ  

L
kSS σ*=  

 
A quantity of order will be placed since inventory level get to the re-order point R. The 
parameter Q of the continuous review policy is calculated by using the following formula: 

h
KDQ 2

=  

In this study, there are some assumption to simplify for calculating as below: 
• The unit prices and replenishment lead time are constants, 
• Demand follows normal distribution, 
• Have no case of Shortage and backorder  
• Customer service level is set at 95%, 
• Holding cost per unit is 20% of unit price per year. 

 
With the database in the last 1 year as presented in appendix1, we calculate the mean and 
deviation of demand per month by use of Excel. 
 
Now we determine the order cost: 
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Order cost is the costs relating to placing an order. It includes administrative costs 
associated with the handling of orders, transportation. In this study, we placed orders to 
local and oversea suppliers. 
 
The order cost is the combination of: 

• Local administrative cost, 
• Oversea administrative costs, 
• Transportation cost for oversea orders. 

 
Local administrative cost is the cost relating to work for making an order such as: cost for 
sourcing, cost for paper and printing, cost for fax and telephone and electric, internet …  
In which: 

- Cost for making an order: 1.090.909 VND. This value is estimated from average 
salary of person in charge, and estimated time to process an order of 16 hours.  

- Cost for paper and printing is estimated to be 120.000 VND 
- Cost for fax and telephone for oversea order is estimated at 240.000 VND, 
- Cost for fax and telephone for local order is estimated at 120.000 VND, 
- Other cost as electric, internet…is estimated at 120.000 VND. 

 
So we have the local administrative costs as below: 
=1.090.909+120.000+120.000+120.000 is defined as 1.450.909 VND 
And we have the administrative cost for oversea order to be  1.950.909 VND 
 
Transportation cost for oversea order is cost of transport from Cat Lai port to Lysaght Bien 
Hoa warehouse. In this study, oversea order is required to deliver to Cat Lai port. So 
transportation cost is the cost to rent trucks to bring the goods to Lysaght Bien Hoa 
warehouse. 
 
As usual, time transport from Cat Lai port to Lysaght Bien Hoa warehouse is 3 hours. A 
transportation cost spend by truck is 1.000.000 VND/hour. So cost of transportation to 
Lysaght Bien Hoa is 3.000.000 VND. 
 
Hence, order cost for oversea order =administrative cost for oversea order + Transportation 
cost for oversea order is defined as 1.950.909 + 3.000.000=4.950.909 VND 
 
For illustration purpose, we select 50 items in the list of class I to show in the below table 
for the results of Q and R. Other items in this list are determined similarly. 
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Table 4.5 Inventory continuous review policy (Q, R) for raw materials and accessories 
in class I 

 
(Q,S) Policy 

 No  Description  Class 
 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Mean 
Demand 

during 
leadtime 

 Standard 
Deviation of 

During 
leadtime 

 Safety 
stock 

 R  Q* 

1 0.4CCG550AZ15578OFW I 0.70 42                     45                    1,450,909   595,847         1.64  29                 37                 62           91           14           
2 0.4ZLG550AZ151219 I 0.50 56                     40                    1,450,909   433,426         1.64  28                 28                 46           74           19           
3 0.4ZLG550AZ15578 I 0.50 35                     45                    1,450,909   473,678         1.64  18                 32                 52           70           15           
4 0.48TCG550AZ15150 I 0.70 48                     25                    1,450,909   455,690         1.64  33                 21                 34           67           17           
5 1.5GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 62                     33                    4,950,909   248,346         1.64  236              64                 106         342         50           
6 1.9GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 79                     30                    4,950,909   237,883         1.64  301              58                 96           397         57           
7 0.75TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 29                     19                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  20                 16                 27           47           14           
8 1.9GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 54                     21                    4,950,909   241,166         1.64  205              41                 68           273         47           
9 0.4CCG550AZ151219OFW I 0.70 30                     19                    1,450,909   393,026         1.64  21                 16                 26           46           15           

10 0.4TCG550AZ15150 I 0.50 25                     23                    1,450,909   474,803         1.64  12                 16                 27           39           12           
11 1.9GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 37                     18                    4,950,909   240,780         1.64  141              36                 59           200         39           
12 0.6TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 16                     11                    1,450,909   470,099         1.64  11                 10                 16           27           10           
13 1.5GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 44                     22                    4,950,909   246,171         1.64  167              44                 72           239         42           
14 0.75TCG550AZ15215 I 0.70 11                     11                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  7                   9                    15           22           8              
15 0.6TCG550AZ15277 I 0.70 12                     13                    1,450,909   444,002         1.64  8                   11                 17           26           9              
16 2.4GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 33                     18                    4,950,909   203,215         1.64  127              34                 56           183         40           
17 1.2GAG500Z275295 I 3.80 28                     13                    4,950,909   309,333         1.64  107              26                 42           149         30           
18 2.4GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 16                     10                    4,950,909   240,097         1.64  63                 19                 31           94           26           
19 1.9GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 13                     8                       4,950,909   243,325         1.64  51                 15                 25           76           23           
20 2.4GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   236,933         1.64  71                 16                 26           97           28           
21 1.2GAG500Z275215 I 3.80 14                     8                       4,950,909   328,789         1.64  54                 16                 27           81           21           
22 1.5GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 16                     8                       4,950,909   247,609         1.64  59                 15                 25           84           25           
23 2.4GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 12                     7                       4,950,909   236,705         1.64  46                 14                 23           70           23           
24 Galvanized Bolt M16x40 Grade   I 0.50 13,981          10,190         1,450,909   102                    1.64  6,991           7,205            11,851    18,842    19,988    
25 1.5GAG450Z275107 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   248,040         1.64  73                 16                 26           99           28           
26 Bulong Ma Nhung Nong M12 x   I 0.50 17,352          18,569         1,450,909   42                       1.64  8,676           13,130          21,598    30,274    34,530    
27 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 37,712          50,457         1,450,909   18                       1.64  18,856         35,679          58,686    77,542    79,078    
28 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1   I 0.50 48,944          41,095         1,450,909   12                       1.64  24,472         29,059          47,797    72,269    110,335 
29 SCREW 12-14x50 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 13,187          18,547         1,450,909   23                       1.64  6,594           13,115          21,572    28,165    40,858    
30 1.9GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   243,216         1.64  7                   4                    7              13           9              
31 2.4GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   247,135         1.64  6                   3                    6              12           8              
32 3GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 3                        2                       4,950,909   257,148         1.64  12                 4                    7              19           11           
33 SCREW 12-24x32 Wafer I 0.50 8,338             12,903         1,450,909   30                       1.64  4,169           9,124            15,007    19,176    28,344    
34 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 22,168          18,444         1,450,909   10                       1.64  11,084         13,042          21,452    32,536    81,575    
35 Fixing Clip Kliplok KL65 GalvanI 0.50 3,243             4,367            1,450,909   86                       1.64  1,621           3,088            5,079      6,701      10,465    
36 SCREW 12-15x20 HXW (Class I 0.50 13,700          20,536         1,450,909   12                       1.64  6,850           14,521          23,885    30,735    56,586    
37 Bulong eaon M12x150 mm I 0.50 933                  1,273            1,450,909   149                    1.64  467              900               1,481      1,947      4,256      
38 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 10-2    I 0.50 18,693          18,265         1,450,909   6                          1.64  9,346           12,915          21,244    30,590    92,545    
39 Bolt Hex Bolt M16x60mm Grad             I 0.50 786                  843                 1,450,909   135                    1.64  393              596               981         1,374      4,108      
40 SCREW 12-14x68 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 2,726             3,936            1,450,909   28                       1.64  1,363           2,784            4,578      5,942      16,858    
41 Rivet 4x12.7mm (1000 con/hoI 0.50 27                     15                    1,450,909   1,601               1.64  13                 10                 17           30           221         
42 SCREW 17-13x18 [M8X16] (C I 0.50 1,131             1,330            1,450,909   31                       1.64  565              940               1,546      2,112      10,355    

SUM 103,375       156,729       257,796 361,171 590,743 
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4.4.2 The inventory control policy for class II, class III 
 
The number of items in class II and class II is 17 items which is a small quantity.  We 
apply the (S-1,S) inventory control policy for these items. 
 
From the equations (3.58), (3.59), we consider the base stock level: 

SSS Lr += +µ  
Average demand during an interval of r + L days: 

DLrLr *)( +=+µ  
Safety stock (SS): 

LrzSS D += **σ  
In which: 

• D  is defined as average daily demand, 
• Dσ  is defined as standard deviation of demand, 
• r  is defined as length of the review period, 
• L  is defined as lead time. 

 
The review period is set at 1 week for classes II & III. The results are presented below: 
 
Table 4.6 Inventory period review policy(S-1, S) for raw materials  and accessories in 

classes II, III 

 No  Description  Class 
 Supplier 
Location  

 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Review 
time 

 Demand during 
leadtime and 
review period 

 Deviation of 
During leadtime 

and review period 
 S 

1 1TCG550AZ15215 II Local 0.50 10                     15                    1,450,909   412,926         1.64  0.25   8                         13                      29           
2 1TCG550AZ15163 II Local 0.50 6                        4                       1,450,909   328,051         1.64  0.25   5                         4                        11           
3 0.48TCG550AZ15194 II Local 0.70 3                        2                       1,450,909   457,482         1.64  0.25   3                         2                        6              
4 0.75TCG550AZ15194 II Local 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   461,159         1.64  0.25   3                         4                        9              
5 0.75TCG550AZ151200 II Local 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   454,505         1.64  0.25   3                         3                        8              
6 0.75TCG550AZ15277 II Local 0.70 2                        3                       1,450,909   424,573         1.64  0.25   2                         3                        6              
7 0.6TCG550AZ15150 II Local 0.70 2                        2                       1,450,909   470,099         1.64  0.25   2                         2                        4              
8 1TCG550AZ151200 II Local 0.50 7                        7                       1,450,909   406,272         1.64  0.25   5                         6                        16           
9 0.29PWG300AZ07235SYW III Local 0.70 1                        2                       1,450,909   472,620         1.64  0.25   1                         2                        4              

10 Ty treo traIn Ceidek D4, L=300II Local 0.50 889                  1,429            1,450,909   149                    1.64  0.25   666                    1,238                 2,702      
11 Trimdek Optima 1015 Foam Fi       II Local 0.50 634                  1,004            1,450,909   229                    1.64  0.25   476                    870                    1,906      
12 Filler Strip Foam KL406 Top III Local 0.50 461                  434                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   346                    376                    963         
13 Filler Strip Foam KL406 BottomIII Local 0.50 456                  437                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   342                    378                    964         
14 Silicone Sealant Clear III Local 0.50 140                  99                    1,450,909   534                    1.64  0.25   105                    86                      246         
15 ANCHOR PLASTIC SX 8-60S/10III Local 0.50 1,424             1,135            1,450,909   8                          1.64  0.25   1,068                 983                    2,685      
16 Tang eo cho traIn Ceidek III Local 0.50 747                  953                 1,450,909   15                       1.64  0.25   561                    825                    1,918      
17 Taic ke nhyoa III Local 0.50 1,341             1,592            1,450,909   6                          1.64  0.25   1,006                 1,379                 3,274      

(S-1,S) Policy 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
 
This project managed to find out an effective inventory control policy for raw materials 
and accessories at NSBLV. This supports to improve inventory management and fulfill 
customer’s demand at minimum cost.  
 
Historical consumption data is analyzed by combining two methods: ABC and VED 
analyses. Based on the consumption and criticality of raw materials and accessories, we 
classify the inventory items into three categories, i.e., class I, class II and class III. The 
appropriate inventory policy are decided for items in each class. For class I, the continuous 
review policy (Q, R) is applied while the period review policy (S-1, S) is applied for class 
II and class III. 
 
The proposed method showed a significant improvement in raw materials and accessories 
inventory at NSBLV. The total cost is reduced 46% (9.8 billion VND)  in which 16% is 
from class I, 30% from class II and class III in comparison to the current method at 
NSBLV. The comparison result is shown in table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 Comparison of total cost between the proposed method and the old method  
 

Class Total item Total cost in current 
methods(VND)

Total cost of the 
methods(VND)

% Reduce cost of new 
method vs old method

I 42 60,425,457,433       51,010,849,643                     16%
II 10 2,218,395,921         1,790,339,894                       19%
III 7 128,587,982            113,872,520                          11%

62,772,441,337       52,915,062,057                     46%
9,857,379,279                       

Total
 Balance Current method vs new proposed method  

 
It can be concluded that the research has derived an appropriate inventory control tool to 
support the supply chain manager to make correct decision on inventory. 
 
5.2 Recommendations 
 
Firstly, due to time limitation, many cost components can not be got accurately. This will 
affect the factors in the proposed inventory policies. I would like to express a good opinion 
that the costs must be monitored and recorded just as it should be in the future so that the 
factors of the proposed inventory policies can be made precisely. This will help to prevent 
shortage risk or inventory risk which might happen due to inaccuracy of the results.  
 
Secondly, the new inventory control method is analyzed mainly based on the assumptions 
of normal distribution of demand and constant lead time. The real distribution of demand 
(e.g., Poisson, Gamma), especially for slow moving items, and variable lead time (which 
may occur when the supplier is too far) should be taken into consideration in the future to 
help make the proposed policy to be more realistic. 
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Anyway, from the comparison between the total cost of the new proposed inventory 
control policy and current control policy at NSBLV, it is believed that this project has 
derived a good policy to help supply chain manager at NSBLV to monitor and control 
inventory. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1:  Summary of demand of Raw material and Accessories used in the study 
 

 No  Description  Type  Type  Cost  Unit  201502  201503  201504  201505  201506  201507  201508  201509  201510  201511  201512  201601 
 Total of 12 

months 
 Frequency 

 Total cost of 12 
months 

 Percent 
(%) 

 
Accumulate

d Percent 

 ABC 
classif

y 

 VED 
classify 

 Link  Class 

1 0.4CCG550AZ15578OFW Raw material Standard 35,750,800 ton 103       4              3              33           12           2              2              67           76           138         36           30           507          12                     18,138,318,944   10% 10% A V AV I
2 0.4ZLG550AZ151219 Raw material Standard 26,005,547 ton 10         97           12           84           36           51           96           21           111         17           106         30           671          12                     17,445,562,924   10% 10% A V AV I
3 0.4ZLG550AZ15578 Raw material Standard 28,420,654 ton 14         0              41           1              120         124         3              63           28           0              26           1              420          12                     15,970,328,607   7% 28% A V AV I
4 0.48TCG550AZ15150 Raw material Standard 27,341,409 ton 22         46           47           53           120         51           48           38           32           36           42           34           570          12                     15,591,613,139   7% 35% A E AE I
5 1.5GAG450Z275375 Raw material Standard 14,900,737 ton 100       47           137         32           10           11           3              2              51           17           7              13           428          12                     10,503,427,296   5% 40% A V AV I
6 1.9GAG450Z275342 Raw material Standard 14,272,959 ton 174       15           6              71           10           2              19           67           19           291         17           25           717          12                     10,236,566,765   5% 44% A V AV I
7 0.75TCG550AZ15163 Raw material Standard 27,669,519 ton 9           30           28           46           82           27           27           26           19           33           14           9              351          12                     9,723,667,247      4% 53% A E AE I
8 1.9GAG450Z275425 Raw material Standard 14,469,937 ton 9           12           1              1              2              -          40           21           -          180         357         0              624          10                     9,027,514,772      4% 57% A V AV I
9 0.4CCG550AZ151219OFW Raw material Standard 23,581,568 ton 12         50           6              18           39           68           11           27           40           17           25           44           357          12                     8,422,345,012      4% 61% A V AV I

10 0.4TCG550AZ15150 Raw material Standard 28,488,169 ton 2           6              9              54           48           71           12           21           38           5              26           4              294          12                     8,381,100,894      4% 65% A E AE I
11 1.9GAG450Z275375 Raw material Standard 14,446,795 ton 33         14           36           58           19           28           3              22           31           82           19           35           381          12                     5,500,939,044      2% 67% A V AV I
12 0.6TCG550AZ15163 Raw material Standard 28,205,929 ton -        11           20           22           45           18           15           20           15           8              16           4              194          11                     5,462,008,539      2% 69% A E AE I
13 1.5GAG450Z275295 Raw material Standard 14,770,242 ton 16         98           8              71           32           24           28           17           6              16           14           19           348          12                     5,144,827,723      2% 72% A V AV I
14 0.75TCG550AZ15215 Raw material Standard 27,669,519 ton 1           9              3              19           39           10           14           7              6              1              16           2              127          12                     3,520,826,484      2% 73% A E AE I
15 0.6TCG550AZ15277 Raw material Standard 26,640,103 ton 18         2              30           35           27           6              3              1              1              12           0              5              141          12                     3,214,440,276      1% 75% A E AE I
16 1TCG550AZ15215 Raw material Standard 24,775,530 ton 3           2              7              26           51           3              8              14           1              3              3              1              123          12                     3,036,482,391      1% 76% B E BE II
17 2.4GAG450Z275342 Raw material Standard 12,192,895 ton 8           4              18           61           10           4              8              15           55           11           47           2              242          12                     2,851,413,532      1% 77% B V BV I
18 1.2GAG500Z275295 Raw material Standard 18,560,000 ton 9           17           5              8              9              46           0              3              3              10           0              1              111          12                     2,056,896,391      1% 80% B V BV I
19 2.4GAG450Z275425 Raw material Standard 14,405,816 ton 3           9              3              11           33           7              6              8              4              15           12           1              111          12                     1,596,362,191      1% 82% B V BV I
20 1.9GAG450Z275295 Raw material Standard 14,599,495 ton 3           11           5              1              8              4              3              4              2              23           26           16           106          12                     1,542,807,832      1% 83% B V BV I
21 2.4GAG450Z275375 Raw material Standard 14,215,985 ton 0           5              2              13           4              7              5              15           7              8              8              30           104          12                     1,483,163,507      1% 84% B V BV I
22 1.2GAG500Z275215 Raw material Standard 19,727,329 ton 0           4              0              2              2              29           0              0              30           4              2              -          74            11                     1,467,766,344      1% 85% B V BV I
23 1TCG550AZ15163 Raw material Standard 19,683,089 ton 5           2              10           4              15           4              9              2              11           3              1              7              74            12                     1,453,635,882      1% 86% B E BE II
24 1.5GAG450Z275215 Raw material Standard 14,856,551 ton 0           9              15           1              6              13           6              3              4              8              6              4              75            12                     1,121,231,348      0% 87% B V BV I
25 2.4GAG450Z275525 Raw material Standard 14,202,299 ton 1           12           14           2              3              1              21           3              -          9              11           1              78            11                     1,108,546,382      0% 88% B V BV I
26 Galvanized Bolt M16x40 Grade   Accessories Standard 6,093           Pcs 8,000    34,468    5,627      6,172      14,708    20,098    16,049    2,073      3,618      16,730    29,645    10,589    167,777  12                     1,022,285,496      0% 89% B V BV I
27 0.48TCG550AZ15194 Raw material Standard 27,448,918 ton 2           2              2              3              6              4              5              2              3              1              5              2              37            12                     1,006,370,413      0% 89% B E BE II
28 0.75TCG550AZ15194 Raw material Standard 27,669,519 ton 1           0              2              1              3              1              1              13           1              0              3              9              35            12                     963,698,966           0% 90% B E BE II
29 0.75TCG550AZ151200 Raw material Standard 27,270,310 ton 1           12           6              0              4              2              0              7              1              0              1              2              35            12                     957,462,188           0% 90% B E BE II
30 1.5GAG450Z275107 Raw material Standard 14,882,402 ton 2           7              1              7              2              4              3              6              2              5              19           3              59            12                     883,134,346           0% 91% C V CV I
31 0.75TCG550AZ15277 Raw material Standard 25,474,366 ton -        2              4              1              1              1              1              0              9              3              0              0              24            11                     613,359,837           0% 93% C E CE II
32 0.6TCG550AZ15150 Raw material Standard 28,205,929 ton -        2              1              2              3              1              6              -          1              2              1              1              19            10                     544,524,119           0% 95% C E CE II
33 Bulong Ma Nhung Nong M12 x   Accessories Standard 2,534           Pcs 14,404 18,802    1,068      3,888      15,707    9,182      18,143    29,846    9,799      9,412      71,028    6,943      208,222  12                     527,602,517           0% 95% C V CV I
34 1TCG550AZ151200 Raw material Standard 24,376,321 ton -        10           -          0              6              0              1              0              1              0              1              2              21            10                     501,291,159           0% 95% C E CE II
35 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     Accessories Standard 1,050           Pcs -        10           29,500    12           3,050      76,155    13,170    178,950 42,555    39,600    20,655    48,891    452,548  11                     475,175,400           0% 96% C V CV I
36 0.29PWG300AZ07235SYW Raw material Standard 28,357,209 ton -        0              1              4              5              2              2              0              -          0              -          1              15            9                        414,052,286           0% 96% C D CD III
37 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1   Accessories Standard 700              Pcs -        7,220      72,650    27,344    143,100 50,976    47,306    15,850    23,800    30,769    85,193    83,122    587,330  11                     411,131,000           0% 96% C V CV I
38 SCREW 12-14x50 DGS (Class3 Accessories Standard 1,375           Pcs 11,400 143,000 465         11,234    56,000    24,561    2,200      200         1,500      1,677      1,835      150         254,222  12                     370,010,868           0% 96% C V CV I
39 1.9GAG450Z275215 Raw material Standard 14,592,952 ton 1           0              3              0              1              5              3              0              5              0              3              0              22            12                     319,231,351           0% 97% C V CV I
40 2.4GAG450Z275295 Raw material Standard 14,828,096 ton 0           3              6              1              0              0              1              3              3              1              0              1              19            12                     279,966,352           0% 97% C V CV I
41 3GAG450Z275525 Raw material Standard 15,428,886 ton 5           1              7              3              2              3              1              2              2              4              1              7              37            12                     268,715,101           0% 98% C V CV I
42 SCREW 12-24x32 Wafer Accessories Standard 1,807           Pcs -        -          31,500    3,900      37,700    2,350      700         377         14,102    650         5,100      200         96,579     10                     174,515,480           0% 98% C V CV I
43 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     Accessories Standard 580              Pcs -        2,110      5,612      2,610      1,350      45,635    41,795    41,000    38,224    34,205    23,320    30,151    266,012  11                     154,286,960           0% 98% C V CV I
44 Fixing Clip Kliplok KL65 GalvanAccessories Standard 5,155           Pcs 3,000    1,200      1,073      2,260      2,000      15,072    1,000      2,012      1,512      8,950      20           812         38,911     12                     151,047,084           0% 98% C V CV I
45 SCREW 12-15x20 HXW (Class Accessories Standard 745              Pcs 5,370    58,350    51,990    24,545    4,975      3,018      895         10           190         1,500      472         57           151,372  12                     111,252,661           0% 99% C V CV I
46 Bulong eaon M12x150 mm Accessories Standard 8,968           Pcs 109       987         1,601      444         4,780      430         668         400         620         -          296         273         10,608     11                     95,130,413              0% 99% C V CV I
47 Ty treo traIn Ceidek D4, L=300Accessories Standard 8,963           Pcs 155       160         209         3,185      4,401      650         87           30           100         1,362      120         103         10,562     12                     92,496,089              0% 99% C E CE II
48 Trimdek Optima 1015 Foam F       Accessories Standard 13,720         Pcs 165       3,752      568         45           3              144         139         122         395         355         552         316         6,556       12                     85,393,280              0% 99% C E CE II

Consumption in the past
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 No  Description  Type  Type  Cost  Unit  201502  201503  201504  201505  201506  201507  201508  201509  201510  201511  201512  201601 
 Total of 12 

months 
 Frequency 

 Total cost of 12 
months 

 Percent 
(%) 

 
Accumulate

d Percent 

 ABC 
classif

y 

 VED 
classify 

 Link  Class 

49 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 10-2    Accessories Standard 380              Pcs -        4,770      32,500    571         1,960      31,505    20           13,293    47,755    24,588    18,555    48,793    224,310  11                     85,237,800              0% 99% C V CV I
50 Bolt Hex Bolt M16x60mm Grad             Accessories Standard 8,110           Pcs 80         2,218      330         335         1,255      52           1,204      -          279         1,203      2,350      126         9,432       11                     76,491,000              0% 100% C V CV I
51 Filler Strip Foam KL406 Top Accessories Standard 11,078         Pcs 1,273    -          900         621         303         16           -          46           1,060      497         353         460         5,529       10                     61,248,056              0% 100% C D CD III
52 Filler Strip Foam KL406 BottomAccessories Standard 11,078         Pcs 1,273    63           550         445         713         10           180         100         1,250      103         253         526         5,466       12                     60,550,162              0% 100% C D CD III
53 Silicone Sealant Clear Accessories Standard 32,016         Pcs 28         134         122         72           63           105         53           89           251         138         308         319         1,682       12                     53,850,454              0% 100% C D CD III
54 SCREW 12-14x68 DGS (Class3 Accessories Standard 1,670           Pcs -        14,450    3,315      2,395      1,530      180         3,871      3,760      300         400         200         250         30,651     11                     51,191,972              0% 100% C V CV I
55 Rivet 4x12.7mm (1000 con/hoAccessories Standard 96,030         Pcs 6           17           11           32           6              36           27           21           47           41           34           45           323          12                     31,017,690              0% 100% C V CV I
56 SCREW 17-13x18 [M8X16] (C Accessories Standard 1,836           Pcs 460       2,096      15           2,725      2,820      330         60           -          144         3,736      660         520         13,566     11                     24,902,082              0% 100% C V CV I
57 ANCHOR PLASTIC SX 8-60S/10Accessories Standard 482              Pcs 550       1,400      1,750      3,530      210         1,780      650         100         310         1,260      2,750      2,800      17,090     12                     7,972,280                 0% 100% C D CD III
58 Tang eo cho traIn Ceidek Accessories Standard 896              Pcs 316       60           660         3,065      2,100      500         2              30           56           1,370      120         10           8,289       12                     7,095,710                 0% 100% C D CD III
59 Taic ke nhyoa Accessories Standard 336              Pcs 476       150         250         1,770      70           1,100      3,430      677         320         5,370      1,775      700         16,088     12                     5,019,754                 0% 100% C D CD III  
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Appendix 2: Inventory continuous review policy (Q, R) for raw material and accessories in class I 
(Q,S) Policy 

 No  Description 
 

Clas
s 

 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Mean 
Demand 

during 
leadtime 

 Standard 
Deviation of 

During 
leadtime 

 Safety 
stock 

 R  Total cost   Q* 

1 0.4CCG550AZ15578OFW I 0.70 42                     45                    1,450,909   595,847         1.64  29                 37                 62           91           3,253,442,141     14           
2 0.4ZLG550AZ151219 I 0.50 56                     40                    1,450,909   433,426         1.64  28                 28                 46           74           1,931,254,714     19           
3 0.4ZLG550AZ15578 I 0.50 35                     45                    1,450,909   473,678         1.64  18                 32                 52           70           1,985,043,514     15           
4 0.48TCG550AZ15150 I 0.70 48                     25                    1,450,909   455,690         1.64  33                 21                 34           67           1,831,789,612     17           
5 1.5GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 62                     33                    4,950,909   248,346         1.64  236              64                 106         342         5,098,020,977     50           
6 1.9GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 79                     30                    4,950,909   237,883         1.64  301              58                 96           397         5,667,207,475     57           
7 0.75TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 29                     19                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  20                 16                 27           47           1,304,561,697     14           
8 1.9GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 54                     21                    4,950,909   241,166         1.64  205              41                 68           273         3,947,267,391     47           
9 0.4CCG550AZ151219OFW I 0.70 30                     19                    1,450,909   393,026         1.64  21                 16                 26           46           1,092,968,786     15           

10 0.4TCG550AZ15150 I 0.50 25                     23                    1,450,909   474,803         1.64  12                 16                 27           39           1,106,281,892     12           
11 1.9GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 37                     18                    4,950,909   240,780         1.64  141              36                 59           200         2,883,127,531     39           
12 0.6TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 16                     11                    1,450,909   470,099         1.64  11                 10                 16           27           758,745,060        10           
13 1.5GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 44                     22                    4,950,909   246,171         1.64  167              44                 72           239         3,524,544,835     42           
14 0.75TCG550AZ15215 I 0.70 11                     11                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  7                   9                    15           22           611,921,302        8              
15 0.6TCG550AZ15277 I 0.70 12                     13                    1,450,909   444,002         1.64  8                   11                 17           26           680,038,943        9              
16 2.4GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 33                     18                    4,950,909   203,215         1.64  127              34                 56           183         2,235,292,269     40           
17 1.2GAG500Z275295 I 3.80 28                     13                    4,950,909   309,333         1.64  107              26                 42           149         2,772,797,604     30           
18 2.4GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 16                     10                    4,950,909   240,097         1.64  63                 19                 31           94           1,355,693,436     26           
19 1.9GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 13                     8                       4,950,909   243,325         1.64  51                 15                 25           76           1,106,835,151     23           
20 2.4GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   236,933         1.64  71                 16                 26           97           1,378,221,079     28           
21 1.2GAG500Z275215 I 3.80 14                     8                       4,950,909   328,789         1.64  54                 16                 27           81           1,600,539,611     21           
22 1.5GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 16                     8                       4,950,909   247,609         1.64  59                 15                 25           84           1,241,752,598     25           
23 2.4GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 12                     7                       4,950,909   236,705         1.64  46                 14                 23           70           987,757,640        23           
24 Galvanized Bolt M16x40 Grade   I 0.50 13,981          10,190         1,450,909   102                    1.64  6,991           7,205            11,851    18,842    114,806,896        19,988    
25 1.5GAG450Z275107 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   248,040         1.64  73                 16                 26           99           1,470,171,069     28           
26 Bulong Ma Nhung Nong M12 x   I 0.50 17,352          18,569         1,450,909   42                       1.64  8,676           13,130          21,598    30,274    76,708,475          34,530    
27 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 37,712          50,457         1,450,909   18                       1.64  18,856         35,679          58,686    77,542    81,419,264          79,078    
28 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1   I 0.50 48,944          41,095         1,450,909   12                       1.64  24,472         29,059          47,797    72,269    50,588,591          110,335 
29 SCREW 12-14x50 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 13,187          18,547         1,450,909   23                       1.64  6,594           13,115          21,572    28,165    38,737,490          40,858    
30 1.9GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   243,216         1.64  7                   4                    7              13           196,837,244        9              
31 2.4GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   247,135         1.64  6                   3                    6              12           171,008,071        8              
32 3GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 3                        2                       4,950,909   257,148         1.64  12                 4                    7              19           287,555,137        11           
33 SCREW 12-24x32 Wafer I 0.50 8,338             12,903         1,450,909   30                       1.64  4,169           9,124            15,007    19,176    34,650,436          28,344    
34 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 22,168          18,444         1,450,909   10                       1.64  11,084         13,042          21,452    32,536    18,870,871          81,575    
35 Fixing Clip Kliplok KL65 GalvanI 0.50 3,243             4,367            1,450,909   86                       1.64  1,621           3,088            5,079      6,701      34,540,643          10,465    
36 SCREW 12-15x20 HXW (Class I 0.50 13,700          20,536         1,450,909   12                       1.64  6,850           14,521          23,885    30,735    22,895,965          56,586    
37 Bulong eaon M12x150 mm I 0.50 933                  1,273            1,450,909   149                    1.64  467              900               1,481      1,947      17,463,833          4,256      
38 SCREW Self Drilling Metal 10-2    I 0.50 18,693          18,265         1,450,909   6                          1.64  9,346           12,915          21,244    30,590    11,624,178          92,545    
39 Bolt Hex Bolt M16x60mm Grad             I 0.50 786                  843                 1,450,909   135                    1.64  393              596               981         1,374      11,142,201          4,108      
40 SCREW 12-14x68 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 2,726             3,936            1,450,909   28                       1.64  1,363           2,784            4,578      5,942      9,923,393            16,858    
41 Rivet 4x12.7mm (1000 con/hoI 0.50 27                     15                    1,450,909   1,601               1.64  13                 10                 17           30           2,924,541            221         
42 SCREW 17-13x18 [M8X16] (C I 0.50 1,131             1,330            1,450,909   31                       1.64  565              940               1,546      2,112      3,876,084            10,355    

SUM 103,375       156,729       257,796 361,171 51,010,849,643  590,743 
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Appendix 3: Comparison continuous review policy (Q, R) calculation result and current method at NSBLV 
(Q,S) Policy Current method in NSBLV

 Description 
 

Clas
s 

 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Mean 
Demand 

during 
leadtime 

 Standard 
Deviation of 

During 
leadtime 

 Safety 
stock 

 R  Total cost   Q*  Safety stock 
 Demand 

during leadtime 
 R  Total cost  Q* 

 Balance cost (Q, R 
policy vs current 

method 

0.4CCG550AZ15578OFW I 0.70 42                     45                    1,450,909   595,847         1.64  29                 37                 62           91           3,253,442,141     14           69              40                  109         3,911,338,661         42            (657,896,519)         
0.4ZLG550AZ151219 I 0.50 56                     40                    1,450,909   433,426         1.64  28                 28                 46           74           1,931,254,714     19           92              42                  134         3,474,574,616         56            (1,543,319,902)      
0.4ZLG550AZ15578 I 0.50 35                     45                    1,450,909   473,678         1.64  18                 32                 52           70           1,985,043,514     15           57              26                  84           2,377,420,164         35            (392,376,650)         
0.48TCG550AZ15150 I 0.70 48                     25                    1,450,909   455,690         1.64  33                 21                 34           67           1,831,789,612     17           78              45                  123         3,362,168,205         48            (1,530,378,593)      
1.5GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 62                     33                    4,950,909   248,346         1.64  236              64                 106         342         5,098,020,977     50           102            252               354         5,273,866,016         62            (175,845,039)         
1.9GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 79                     30                    4,950,909   237,883         1.64  301              58                 96           397         5,667,207,475     57           130            321               451         6,433,043,777         79            (765,836,302)         
0.75TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 29                     19                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  20                 16                 27           47           1,304,561,697     14           48              28                  76           2,096,807,082         29            (792,245,385)         
1.9GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 54                     21                    4,950,909   241,166         1.64  205              41                 68           273         3,947,267,391     47           89              219               307         4,446,032,921         54            (498,765,530)         
0.4CCG550AZ151219OFW I 0.70 30                     19                    1,450,909   393,026         1.64  21                 16                 26           46           1,092,968,786     15           49              28                  77           1,816,190,561         30            (723,221,775)         
0.4TCG550AZ15150 I 0.50 25                     23                    1,450,909   474,803         1.64  12                 16                 27           39           1,106,281,892     12           40              18                  59           1,669,235,928         25            (562,954,036)         
1.9GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 37                     18                    4,950,909   240,780         1.64  141              36                 59           200         2,883,127,531     39           61              150               211         3,044,185,599         37            (161,058,068)         
0.6TCG550AZ15163 I 0.70 16                     11                    1,450,909   470,099         1.64  11                 10                 16           27           758,745,060        10           26              15                  42           1,177,824,981         16            (419,079,921)         
1.5GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 44                     22                    4,950,909   246,171         1.64  167              44                 72           239         3,524,544,835     42           72              178               250         3,690,936,064         44            (166,391,229)         
0.75TCG550AZ15215 I 0.70 11                     11                    1,450,909   461,159         1.64  7                   9                    15           22           611,921,302        8              17              10                  27           759,229,385            11            (147,308,083)         
0.6TCG550AZ15277 I 0.70 12                     13                    1,450,909   444,002         1.64  8                   11                 17           26           680,038,943        9              19              11                  30           808,053,594            12            (128,014,651)         
2.4GAG450Z275342 I 3.80 33                     18                    4,950,909   203,215         1.64  127              34                 56           183         2,235,292,269     40           55              136               190         2,321,417,367         33            (86,125,098)           
1.2GAG500Z275295 I 3.80 28                     13                    4,950,909   309,333         1.64  107              26                 42           149         2,772,797,604     30           46              114               161         2,983,180,825         28            (210,383,221)         
2.4GAG450Z275425 I 3.80 16                     10                    4,950,909   240,097         1.64  63                 19                 31           94           1,355,693,436     26           27              67                  94           1,351,039,233         16            4,654,203               
1.9GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 13                     8                       4,950,909   243,325         1.64  51                 15                 25           76           1,106,835,151     23           22              54                  76           1,115,617,960         13            (8,782,808)             
2.4GAG450Z275375 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   236,933         1.64  71                 16                 26           97           1,378,221,079     28           31              75                  106         1,506,385,769         19            (128,164,690)         
1.2GAG500Z275215 I 3.80 14                     8                       4,950,909   328,789         1.64  54                 16                 27           81           1,600,539,611     21           23              58                  81           1,600,737,957         14            (198,345)                
1.5GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 16                     8                       4,950,909   247,609         1.64  59                 15                 25           84           1,241,752,598     25           25              63                  88           1,311,126,373         16            (69,373,776)           
2.4GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 12                     7                       4,950,909   236,705         1.64  46                 14                 23           70           987,757,640        23           20              49                  69           981,834,792            12            5,922,848               
Galvanized Bolt M16x40 Grade   I 0.50 13,981          10,190         1,450,909   102                    1.64  6,991           7,205            11,851    18,842    114,806,896        19,988    22,930       10,486          33,416    203,605,195            13,981     (88,798,299)           
1.5GAG450Z275107 I 3.80 19                     8                       4,950,909   248,040         1.64  73                 16                 26           99           1,470,171,069     28           31              78                  109         1,621,492,688         19            (151,321,619)         
Bulong Ma Nhung Nong M12 x   I 0.50 17,352          18,569         1,450,909   42                       1.64  8,676           13,130          21,598    30,274    76,708,475          34,530    28,457       13,014          41,471    105,080,835            17,352     (28,372,359)           
SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 37,712          50,457         1,450,909   18                       1.64  18,856         35,679          58,686    77,542    81,419,264          79,078    61,848       28,284          90,132    94,639,101               37,712     (13,219,836)           
SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1   I 0.50 48,944          41,095         1,450,909   12                       1.64  24,472         29,059          47,797    72,269    50,588,591          110,335 80,268       36,708          116,977 81,883,591               48,944     (31,295,000)           
SCREW 12-14x50 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 13,187          18,547         1,450,909   23                       1.64  6,594           13,115          21,572    28,165    38,737,490          40,858    21,627       9,890            31,517    43,347,024               13,187     (4,609,534)             
1.9GAG450Z275215 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   243,216         1.64  7                   4                    7              13           196,837,244        9              3                 7                    10           151,368,865            2               45,468,379             
2.4GAG450Z275295 I 3.80 2                        2                       4,950,909   247,135         1.64  6                   3                    6              12           171,008,071        8              3                 6                    9              132,750,712            2               38,257,359             
3GAG450Z275525 I 3.80 3                        2                       4,950,909   257,148         1.64  12                 4                    7              19           287,555,137        11           5                 13                  18           273,733,016            3               13,822,121             
SCREW 12-24x32 Wafer I 0.50 8,338             12,903         1,450,909   30                       1.64  4,169           9,124            15,007    19,176    34,650,436          28,344    13,674       6,254            19,928    36,009,358               8,338       (1,358,923)             
SCREW Self Drilling Metal 12-1     I 0.50 22,168          18,444         1,450,909   10                       1.64  11,084         13,042          21,452    32,536    18,870,871          81,575    36,355       16,626          52,981    30,728,820               22,168     (11,857,948)           
Fixing Clip Kliplok KL65 GalvanI 0.50 3,243             4,367            1,450,909   86                       1.64  1,621           3,088            5,079      6,701      34,540,643          10,465    5,318         2,432            7,750      39,948,836               3,243       (5,408,193)             
SCREW 12-15x20 HXW (Class I 0.50 13,700          20,536         1,450,909   12                       1.64  6,850           14,521          23,885    30,735    22,895,965          56,586    22,468       10,275          32,743    24,392,105               13,700     (1,496,141)             
Bulong eaon M12x150 mm I 0.50 933                  1,273            1,450,909   149                    1.64  467              900               1,481      1,947      17,463,833          4,256      1,530         700               2,230      19,998,812               933          (2,534,979)             
SCREW Self Drilling Metal 10-2    I 0.50 18,693          18,265         1,450,909   6                          1.64  9,346           12,915          21,244    30,590    11,624,178          92,545    30,656       14,019          44,675    16,976,529               18,693     (5,352,350)             
Bolt Hex Bolt M16x60mm Grad             I 0.50 786                  843                 1,450,909   135                    1.64  393              596               981         1,374      11,142,201          4,108      1,289         590               1,879      15,234,457               786          (4,092,257)             
SCREW 12-14x68 DGS (Class3 I 0.50 2,726             3,936            1,450,909   28                       1.64  1,363           2,784            4,578      5,942      9,923,393            16,858    4,471         2,045            6,516      10,882,302               2,726       (958,909)                
Rivet 4x12.7mm (1000 con/hoI 0.50 27                     15                    1,450,909   1,601               1.64  13                 10                 17           30           2,924,541            221         44              20                  64           6,177,690                 27            (3,253,149)             
SCREW 17-13x18 [M8X16] (C I 0.50 1,131             1,330            1,450,909   31                       1.64  565              940               1,546      2,112      3,876,084            10,355    1,854         848               2,702      4,959,665                 1,131       (1,083,581)             
SUM 103,375       156,729       257,796 361,171 51,010,849,643  590,743 334,031    154,294        488,325 60,425,457,433       203,677  (9,414,607,790)       
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Appendix 4: Comparison period review policy(S-1, S) calculation result and current method at NSBLV 

 No  Description 
 

Clas
s 

 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Review 
time 

 Demand during 
leadtime and 
review period 

 Deviation of 
During leadtime 

and review period 
 S  Total cost 

1 1TCG550AZ15215 II 0.50 10                     15                    1,450,909   412,926         1.64  0.25   8                         13                      29           712,839,380       
2 1TCG550AZ15163 II 0.50 6                        4                       1,450,909   328,051         1.64  0.25   5                         4                        11           208,605,173       
3 0.48TCG550AZ15194 II 0.70 3                        2                       1,450,909   457,482         1.64  0.25   3                         2                        6              155,154,832       
4 0.75TCG550AZ15194 II 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   461,159         1.64  0.25   3                         4                        9              254,525,029       
5 0.75TCG550AZ151200 II 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   454,505         1.64  0.25   3                         3                        8              231,305,524       
6 0.75TCG550AZ15277 II 0.70 2                        3                       1,450,909   424,573         1.64  0.25   2                         3                        6              156,200,480       
7 0.6TCG550AZ15150 II 0.70 2                        2                       1,450,909   470,099         1.64  0.25   2                         2                        4              120,471,205       
8 1TCG550AZ151200 II 0.50 7                        7                       1,450,909   406,272         1.64  0.25   5                         6                        16           381,721,931       
9 0.29PWG300AZ07235SYW III 0.70 1                        2                       1,450,909   472,620         1.64  0.25   1                         2                        4              107,786,948       

10 Ty treo traIn Ceidek D4, L=300II 0.50 889                  1,429            1,450,909   149                    1.64  0.25   666                    1,238                 2,702      24,220,295         
11 Trimdek Optima 1015 Foam Fi       II 0.50 634                  1,004            1,450,909   229                    1.64  0.25   476                    870                    1,906      26,151,925         
12 Filler Strip Foam KL406 Top III 0.50 461                  434                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   346                    376                    963         10,672,777         
13 Filler Strip Foam KL406 BottomIII 0.50 456                  437                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   342                    378                    964         10,678,982         
14 Silicone Sealant Clear III 0.50 140                  99                    1,450,909   534                    1.64  0.25   105                    86                      246         7,872,900            
15 ANCHOR PLASTIC SX 8-60S/10III 0.50 1,424             1,135            1,450,909   8                          1.64  0.25   1,068                 983                    2,685      1,294,339            
16 Tang eo cho traIn Ceidek III 0.50 747                  953                 1,450,909   15                       1.64  0.25   561                    825                    1,918      1,718,967            
17 Taic ke nhyoa III 0.50 1,341             1,592            1,450,909   6                          1.64  0.25   1,006                 1,379                 3,274      1,100,374            

SUM 4         1,965                 2,985                 6,874      2,408,207,382     
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Appendix 5: Comparison period review policy(S-1, S) calculation result and current method at NSBLV 
Service level 95%

Current method in NSBLV

 No  Description 
 

Clas
s 

 Leadtime
(months) 

 Mean of 
Demand 

per month 

 STD per 
month 

 Order cost 
 Monthly 

Holding cost 

 Safet 
factor
95% 

 Review 
time 

 Demand during 
leadtime and 
review period 

 Deviation of 
During leadtime 

and review period 
 S  Total cost  Safety stock 

 Demand 
during leadtime 

 R  Total cost  Q* 
 Balance cost (Q, R 
policy vs current 

method 

1 1TCG550AZ15215 II 0.50 10                     15                    1,450,909   412,926         1.64  0.25   8                         13                      29           712,839,380       17              8                    24           604,766,076            10            108,073,304          
2 1TCG550AZ15163 II 0.50 6                        4                       1,450,909   328,051         1.64  0.25   5                         4                        11           208,605,173       10              5                    15           289,515,813            6               (80,910,640)           
3 0.48TCG550AZ15194 II 0.70 3                        2                       1,450,909   457,482         1.64  0.25   3                         2                        6              155,154,832       5                 3                    8              217,013,248            3               (61,858,416)           
4 0.75TCG550AZ15194 II 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   461,159         1.64  0.25   3                         4                        9              254,525,029       5                 3                    8              207,811,597            3               46,713,433             
5 0.75TCG550AZ151200 II 0.70 3                        4                       1,450,909   454,505         1.64  0.25   3                         3                        8              231,305,524       5                 3                    8              206,466,701            3               24,838,823             
6 0.75TCG550AZ15277 II 0.70 2                        3                       1,450,909   424,573         1.64  0.25   2                         3                        6              156,200,480       3                 2                    5              132,264,630            2               23,935,850             
7 0.6TCG550AZ15150 II 0.70 2                        2                       1,450,909   470,099         1.64  0.25   2                         2                        4              120,471,205       3                 2                    4              117,420,928            2               3,050,277               
8 1TCG550AZ151200 II 0.50 7                        7                       1,450,909   406,272         1.64  0.25   5                         6                        16           381,721,931       11              5                    17           403,306,725            7               (21,584,794)           
9 0.29PWG300AZ07235SYW III 0.70 1                        2                       1,450,909   472,620         1.64  0.25   1                         2                        4              107,786,948       2                 1                    3              89,286,042               1               18,500,906             

10 Ty treo traIn Ceidek D4, L=300II 0.50 889                  1,429            1,450,909   149                    1.64  0.25   666                    1,238                 2,702      24,220,295         1,457         666               2,124      19,032,639               889          5,187,657               
11 Trimdek Optima 1015 Foam Fi       II 0.50 634                  1,004            1,450,909   229                    1.64  0.25   476                    870                    1,906      26,151,925         1,040         476               1,516      20,797,565               634          5,354,360               
12 Filler Strip Foam KL406 Top III 0.50 461                  434                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   346                    376                    963         10,672,777         756            346               1,101      12,198,571               461          (1,525,794)             
13 Filler Strip Foam KL406 BottomIII 0.50 456                  437                 1,450,909   185                    1.64  0.25   342                    378                    964         10,678,982         747            342               1,089      12,059,574               456          (1,380,591)             
14 Silicone Sealant Clear III 0.50 140                  99                    1,450,909   534                    1.64  0.25   105                    86                      246         7,872,900            230            105               335         10,725,215               140          (2,852,316)             
15 ANCHOR PLASTIC SX 8-60S/10III 0.50 1,424             1,135            1,450,909   8                          1.64  0.25   1,068                 983                    2,685      1,294,339            2,336         1,068            3,404      1,640,612                 1,424       (346,273)                
16 Tang eo cho traIn Ceidek III 0.50 747                  953                 1,450,909   15                       1.64  0.25   561                    825                    1,918      1,718,967            1,226         561               1,786      1,601,017                 747          117,950                  
17 Taic ke nhyoa III 0.50 1,341             1,592            1,450,909   6                          1.64  0.25   1,006                 1,379                 3,274      1,100,374            2,199         1,006            3,204      1,076,951                 1,341       23,423                    

SUM 4         1,965                 2,985                 6,874      2,408,207,382    4,291         1,965            6,255      2,342,665,324         2,616       65,542,058             

(S-1,S) Policy 
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